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SUMMARY 
Signalling design is essentially a collaborative practice, but Australian models of professional development and 
competency in signalling have so far focused on the individual designer rather than accessible knowledge of the 
team or community.  Accredited competency acts as a proxy for one of the key questions of our profession:  

Who can perform what signalling design tasks, under what level of supervision, in order to produce sufficiently 
good, safe and consistent design of signalling systems, to build and run a safety-critical, high availability, public 
infrastructure system? 

This paper considers the scenarios where the accredited competency of the design staff did not match the actual 
competency.  The accredited individual competency structure is based on the flawed assumption that competency 
is a property of the individual, when in fact both knowledge and competency are collaborative. 

We have drawn upon current research in other fields, particularly medicine.  We have summarised current models 
of knowledge, collaboration, expertise, and professional development for developing team performance.  From the 
experiences of other industries and our own case study research, we propose some changes to the practices in 
railway signalling, and we are confident that adoption of the community of practice model of knowledge 
development can provide large gains in quality, safety, innovation and project outcome over current practice. 

 INTRODUCTION 

At the roots of the IRSE are professional development, competency and community of practice.  In 1913, the 
organisation was set up to bring together the people and collected knowledge from over 100 individual railway 
companies for common benefit.  However, the wider body of knowledge about professional development and 
teamwork has changed dramatically in recent decades, as models of collaboration, cognition, learning and 
development are refined, tested and shared between industries.  This paper seeks to bring some of that new 
knowledge back to the IRSE for common benefit. 

In signalling design, teams seek to produce good, safe and consistent design output, with limited resources, and 
under conditions of complexity in design, time pressure, and ambiguous or changing requirements.  We are always 
aware that an error propagated through the design process may have catastrophic consequences years after the 
system is commissioned.   

The industry seeks to manage this risk in a number of ways, including:  

1) Guidance for who can do the work – i.e.  accreditation of an individual’s competency to perform certain 
tasks.  The exact rules vary between railway operators and countries, but the concept of individual 
competency will be very familiar to the signalling profession. 

2) Guidance for how the work is to be done, i.e.  processes, team roles, and assurance.  Some of this is 
instilled at industry level, e.g.  testers are trained in the logging of faults and the close-out of logs.  Some 
is provided by national legislation and standards; some by network operators; and some within the design 
house in the form of engineering and project delivery processes. 

3) Guidance for what work is to be done – i.e.  the content of the design.  Some of this is derived from 
international sources and is communicated at forums such as conferences.  Some is provided by national 
standards; some by network operators; and some within the design house in the form of standard system 
architectures, standard product solutions, and accumulated experience of what works best in which 
context. 
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4) Accreditation of rail organisations to various frameworks including ISO 9000, and client accredited 
engineering organisation frameworks.  This requires the design house to demonstrate internal processes 
and be accountable to auditors to review these processes, or their outputs. 

This paper will explore the problem of the mismatch between accredited (individual) competency and actual 
(collaborative practice) competency through real case examples, summarise learnings from other fields, and report 
some observations from our own research case study work into signalling communities of practice.  Finally, we 
provide reflections and recommendations about how this can be used to drive technical excellence and project 
success in organisations that are courageous enough to try it. 

1.1 Accredited Competency and Actual Competency 

Accredited competency (“Are you allowed to do the work?”) is a proxy for actual competency (“Can you do the 
work?”).  This model assumes that knowledge and skills are held within a person’s own brain and do not depend 
on teams and relational collaborations.  In fact, signalling engineers do not perform any task as an individual: we 
work embedded in a team, and the team is embedded in a community of practice.  Competence emerges from the 
interaction of the practitioner with others, in their professional environment, around specific tasks, using particular 
tools and technology, and supported by procedures and processes [1]. 

Even when a person is performing what seems to be a solitary task such as independent review, apparently-
insignificant interactions with members of that community can alter the individual’s competence and in-the-moment 
decision making, and can be linked to large changes in outcome [2]: “[Actual] competence is not solely the property 
of an actor or a thing; it is an emergent property of that actor or thing in the context of a particular environment and 
activity.”[1].   

1.2 Team Practice as Linked to Professional Development and Accreditation 

The current best understanding of the link between team practice, team product, professional development (PD), 
and accreditation to select competent team members is shown in Error! Reference source not found.  
Henderson, in [2], describes formalising this loop in surgical teams through a team-self-review process.  When 
adopted in a theatre surgical practice, there were sustained improvements in organisational learning and patient 
outcome.   

The team-self-review is not dissimilar to a Lessons Learned habit.  The critical elements are: 

• Distinction between the outcome (work product) and the effectiveness of the team producing the work 

• Acknowledgement that the practice is collaborative, not just individual: so reflection and PD should be 
normal practice for both individuals and collaborative teams. 

• Reflection and PD must be tightly linked into the practice cycle.  Specifically, PD is placed in the outer 
loop (with the arrow pointing to reflection, analysis and sense-making) and not the inner loop (pointing to 
selection for a new task).   

 

Figure 1: Quality Assurance and Learning Loops in Expert Practice, modified from [2] 
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• Selection criteria (the target) must be carefully chosen, and must be distinct from the measurements used 
to evaluate performance (the metric).  Goodhart’s law says: “When a measure becomes a target, it ceases 
to be a good measure”.  In our context, problems arise when evidence to do the work (the metric) is the 
only selection criterion for the next piece of work (the target): people seek to improve their evidence only, 
and not their underlying practice.  

 THE PROBLEM  

2.1 Mismatch Between Accredited & Actual Competency 

 

Figure 2: Mapping Accredited and Actual Competency 

 

Figure 2 shows the mapping between accredited and actual competence.  When the two match, the accreditation 
structure is working well.  When they do not, problems occur.   

There are two problem scenarios:  

1) When an individual is accredited but cannot actually perform the design task (in context), and  

2) When an individual is able to do the design task (in context) but is not allowed, because of lack of accreditation. 

2.1.1 Accredited but can’t do the work (in context) 

It would seem that the bottom-left case of mismatch is most serious: where an accredited individual is given a 
design task which they are not able to do to the required quality.  However, design practice normally mitigates this 
through multiple checks by people in other roles: cost is incurred to ensure that unsafe output is not produced.   

On a recent project, the lead designer on a pedestrian crossing work package had 5 years’ experience, and 
accredited competency to perform the design independently.  According to the accredited competency structure, 
all was in order.  The design team struggled and design dragged.  It took 6 rounds of check and a further 5 rounds 
of independent review (where 1-2 rounds of each is typical).  Here, the criteria of “good, safe and consistent” 
signalling design were achieved at many times the budgeted labour cost. 

Even though all written processes were followed, and the accredited competency was correct, the independent 
reviewer was so frustrated with the design process that he wrote a separate letter to the engineering manager to 
try to understand the enormous rework effort for what should have been a straightforward design task.   

The independent reviewer’s letter has pointed to a number of problem markers in the design team interactions and 
in their accessing the collective knowledge of the broader design group.  His questions point to the need for 
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community knowledge practices, and demonstrate the insufficiency of the individual model of accredited 
competence.   

2.1.2 Not accredited but can do the work in context 

Figure 2 can also be very serious, in that the right people are not allowed to do key design tasks.  Undesirable 
workarounds for this situation may include: design done by one person being signed off by another; effort/attention 
being diverted from the design into the certification of competency; delay/cost from overallocation of accredited 
competent people and task redistribution being impossible; and PD activities becoming tailored to achieving 
accreditation, not to developing the learning edges of the engineers.   

A different recent project allocated a team of highly experienced staff to a design without accredited competency 
in that rail network, relying on the local accreditation being obtained in time.  However, accreditation assessment 
was slow, and in order to meet the sumission date, the project spent 300% on top of the allocated design budget 
tasks to redress problems in accredited competency.  The design was re-drawn, re-checked and re-approved with 
different names in the title blocks and the design report multiple times, but with zero changes to the design itself.  
(Accreditation for the original design team was eventually obtained – after the commissioning date.)  But most 
worrisome, the reviewer on the rail operator side was paying such close attention to competencies that they failed 
to notice a type approval issue, which resulted in late mods to the already installed system and further delay to the 
commissioning. 

The mismatch between accredited and actual competency in Australia causes much unnecessary angst and waste 
in signalling design, and has spawned a whole industry of competency accreditation providers, which is not 
necessary in other safety-critical professions, specifically surgery.  As an industry we need to re-think how we deal 
with competency, knowledge, expertise and team expertise, and learn from these other fields. 

 CORE CONCEPTS OF KNOWLEDGE, TEAMWORK AND EXPERTISE 

It is accepted that knowledge and actual competence are closely linked.  Knowledge is an “accumulation of 
experience – a kind of residue of actions, thinking and conversations – that remains a dynamic part of the ongoing 
experience.”[3].  Libraries of guidance are very important: these are repositories of a particular type of knowledge: 
stable, curated, explicit knowledge.  Often, actual competence is needed to be able to access this stored knowledge 
and apply it to the context: The practitioner needs to know where to search, how to read the instructions, and how 
to use it intelligently. 

Knowledge is a team or community property, embedded in 
the skills, understanding and relationships of its members 
as well as the tools, documents and processes that embody 
aspects of this knowledge [3].  It has tacit and explicit 
aspects; conscious, embodied/automatic and community 
aspects; it is dynamic; constantly developing and adapting 
to new problems and new inventions, and most importantly 
of all, knowledge does not reside within an individual but is 
alive and active in the relationships between people.  

A simplistic view of knowledge is that it is ‘content’; an 
accumulation of facts or data, and to come to know 
something all you need is instruction or explanation which 
will fill the empty vessel of your brain with those things.  But 
few of us would be game to trust a surgeon who had 
memorised all the textbooks, yet never operated on anyone.  
Intuitively, this model is inadequate, but it persists.  A 
‘knowledge management system’ is not a comprehensive 
set of standards, manuals, procedures and instructions 
(although this is important!).  It is not a wiki or database 
(although this may help make knowledge available).  
Knowledge is not something to be defined or controlled, but 
curated and nurtured, developed and refined [3].  Concepts 

Figure 3: Different types of knowledge 
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of knowledge are illustrated in Figure 3 above, and key terms are elaborated in Table 1 below.   

Term Meaning Example 

Knowledge What you could do Design the control tables for a medium-sized junction, including swinging overlaps 

Accredited 
Competence  

What you are allowed 
to do in context 

Sign as nominated designer of the  control tables for a junction resignalling on this 
rail network 

Actual 
Competence  

What you can do in 
context 

Design the control tables for a junction resignalling of this type & complexity 

Practice Actually doing it Produce the first full draft of the control tables for a particular station, to a 
particular rail organisation’s set of signalling principles & practices, including 
sequencing of points in the overlaps. 

Table 1: Key terms, and examples from signalling design 

3.1 Developing Tacit and Explicit Knowledge 

Some aspects of knowledge are written down, and can be taught or explained through language: this is explicit 
knowledge.  Our careers have been full of textbooks, manuals, datasheets, design guidance, training courses, 
standards, plans, processes, and material found via Google: this is also explicit knowledge.   

In developing explicit knowledge, a common misconception is that learning is a simple transmit-receive function.  
In fact, if an individual has no conceptual frameworks to integrate new concepts, learning by rote, or indeed no 
learning at all, can occur [2].  An excellent way to develop explicit knowledge is for the learner to teach somebody 
else: this forces the development of their own frameworks to structure their explanations for others.   

The other type of knowledge is the tacit (unspoken) patterns of actions and responses trained into a person through 
exposure, practice and experience.  If you have done a task many times, this automaticity develops.  “Years of 
experience in practice” can be a useful proxy only for tacit task knowledge within a particular context.  Learners 
can pick up tacit knowledge by exposure and observation, as well as practice: mentoring – and specifically, task 
mentoring – teaches tacit task knowledge and coordinated practice to both the mentor and the novice.  [5] 

3.2 Expertise, Team Expertise, and Team Practice 

Expertise comes out of having highly developed structural frameworks of explicit knowledge, linked with task 
automaticity.  Experience is not a good measure of expertise: expert practitioners also have the ability to improvise 
out of context, tap into knowledge outside themselves, and collaboratively solve ‘out of the box’ problems.  Experts 
exhibit habits of reflection and deliberate extended practice in their work, and they consistently develop their 
domain knowledge in both the explicit and tacit domains, to refine their excellence [6] [7].   

A simple model to accelerate development of expertise is to structure learning activities around the framework of: 

• What do you notice? Klein [9] proposed that expert practitioners see different patterns to novice 
practitioners.  When the expert can describe what they see when they identify a problem, and help the 
novice refine what they notice, expertise development is accelerated.   

• What do you do next? Klein’s model [9] also includes the idea that the expert has a better library of past 
experiences and actions, and the ability to project possible actions into the future outcome.  They select 
from this library in order to target their practice.  Novices need to have exposure to multiple scenarios and 
can train their library of ‘what to do next’ using mental rehearsal and deliberate review [6] [7] [9]. 

“Last night's testing was done by 1AM.  3 hours early.  That's what happens when you get Josh, Matt & me on site.   

I called the tests, and had a mental map of what to cover, so it flowed really well.   

Josh spotted and fixed the comms network issues before anyone else knew they were there.  He kept saying "Aha.  Another 
rookie mistake." He just knows where to look for the problems.  Matt & I were trying to keep up with what he had noticed 
and already fixed.  This is not stuff you can learn on a course, only by watching a master.  We just needed him to slow 
down. 

Matt was great on site too, he knows his way around all the equipment, and I'd ask something like "Fail the interlocking to 
the B side without dropping comms".  I only had a loose idea of how to do it, he'd say "No worries" and it was done. 

I was just sorry we didn’t have one of the grads out there too.  How else do we teach or develop these skills and attitude?” 
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• Who do you ask? Experts in collaborative fields develop a ‘mental map’ of the knowledge of their 
colleagues.  When a problem arises, experts know who to ask if it is outside their repertoire. [8] identifies 
the high organisational value of ‘connectors’ within organisations.  Also see [9], [10] 

Interestingly, expert teams do not need to be made up of experts.  Many studies show that the predictors of 
teamwork outcomes are in particular team behaviours e.g. [11]: refer to Table 2.  Where practice, training and 
professional development seek to improve these teamwork markers, performance can improve dramatically.   

3.3 Professional Development to Target Expertise Development 

PD and competency structures and practices in other professional fields seek to develop experts with these very 
specific habits of mind.  For example, to maintain obstetric registration, a doctor must participate in 150 CPD hours, 

including 25 equivalent hours each of clinical work (to maintain tacit knowledge and task automaticity); academic 
participation (teaching & publishing; structuring & developing explicit knowledge); and professional qualities 
(developing structural frameworks, processing feedback, developing team leadership skills etc) [12] 

 COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE IN SIGNALLING 

A community of practice is a group that works together on building knowledge and competency across and outside 
projects and problems, in contrast to a team, which works together on a project or problem.  Communities of 
practice evolve organically by themselves, as friendships between colleagues and professional networks of ‘who 
to ask’.  They can also be structured, cultivated and nurtured in more formal ways, which is particularly powerful 
as it allows collective solving of long-standing issues outside a project context.  There is growing evidence that 
supported communities of practice offer collective benefit to companies, which can be measured in profitability, 
innovation and market share.  Wenger [3] offers 7 principles for developing a community of practice: 

Teamwork Definition 

Team leadership and 
coordination 

Ability to direct and coordinate the activities of the team, assess team performance, plan and organize, 
and establish a positive atmosphere 

Situation monitoring Ability to develop common understandings of the team environment, apply appropriate task strategies, 
and monitor teammate performance 

Backup behaviour  Ability to anticipate teammates’ task needs.  Ability to shift workload around the team to achieve balance 
under pressure 

Adaptability  Ability to adjust strategies in response to new information, by compensating or reallocating team 
resources.  Altering a course of action in response to changing conditions  

Shared mental 
models  

An organising knowledge structure of the relationships between the task the team is engaged in and how 
the team members will interact 

Communication Exchange of information between a sender and a receiver irrespective of the medium, including 
clarification that the message received is the same as the message sent 

Team/collective 
orientation 

Taking others’ behaviour into account in team tasks, and the belief in the importance of team goals over 
individual member’s goals 

Mutual trust  Shared beliefs that team members will perform their roles and protect the interests of teammates 

Table 2: Team Knowledge, Skills and Attitudes, extracted from Baker, Day & Salas [11] 
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A link has also been identified between altruism and effective teamwork, and so being aware that we work in an 
industry where adversarial projects are normal, the authors added three additional principles based on [13] and 
later chapters of [3]: 

 ADVENTURES IN DEVELOPING SIGNALLING COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE 

The authors undertook to explore the effectiveness of communities of practice, by joining or coordinating a range 
of community of practice activities.  Three examples are described below.  Wenger et al, in [3], suggest that 
communities of practice should define their strategic intent, and the book proposes the four listed below 

5.1  Case Study 1: Signalling Learn at Lunch: a Helping Community of Practice 

A rapidly growing design house had repeated some costly errors across different projects.  Team leaders sought 
to improve coordination and fill knowledge gaps, by expanding a familiar lunchtime seminar structure into a helping 
community of practice.  Sessions included theory, skills practice outside the project contexts, and pizza.  Topics 
rotated between high-level concepts such as rail safety legislation and risk assessments; and fine-grained issues 
e.g.  correct presentation of title bars on drawings and power circuit design.  Frequency was 2-3 per month. 

The first few sessions were frustrating for the coordinators, in negotiating for a room, obtaining permissions, 
decisions to include/exclude certain people, uncertainty about attendance: “Are you going?’ “I’m not sure…” At 
first, attendees dissipated back to their desks without engaging in discussion, but after a few sessions, there was 

Design for evolution Run experiments on community structures.   

If something is working, support the people to do more of it.   

If it is not working, allow dismantling of old structures. 

Open a dialogue 
between inside and 
outside perspectives 

Seek to bring outsiders in, and invite insiders to speak up outside.   

Encourage activities within a single organisation and between organisations. 

Invite different levels 
of participation 

Endorse people taking an observer stance: ‘invite and aggravate’ very interested people to do more. 

Develop both public 
and private 
community spaces 

Set up some community of practice activities which are open to everyone, while others are for selected 
people only. 

Focus on value Prioritise issues which are linked to repeated errors and expensive mistakes (financial or project value) 
and ‘hot’ topics in the group (personal value to participants). 

Combine familiarity 
and excitement 

Use established structures where they exist, and add novel elements from time to time. 

Create a rhythm for 
the community 

Aim for regularity of activity: weekly, fortnightly or monthly.  If the rhythm of activity is broken, maintain 
regularity of communication from the community coordinator. 

Table 3: Seven principles for developing a community of practice, extracted from [3] 

Be generous Give freely of time, knowledge, expertise, enthusiasm, and pizza.  If in doubt, invite extra people. 

Take a stance of 
curiosity 

Practice and coach others in active listening and appreciative enquiry, and offer our own ideas from a 
stance of ‘not-knowing’. 

Exhibit and enforce 
courtesy 

In an industry where tight deadline and high workloads increase tension between people, be deliberate 
and relentless in asking people politely, thanking them, ensuring uninterrupted airspace, and taking turns 
in order to make all participants feel welcome and respected. 

Table 4: Additional principles to encourage altruism and knowledge sharing 

 

Community strategic intent The authors’ shorthand Description 

Helping community Knowledge push Assimilate new members; develop novices; develop compatible mental 
models; reinforce core principles; map the expertise of others, develop 
common language within a domain. 

Best practice community Knowledge pull Gather pieces of knowledge from others to solve a problem; tap 
expertise in a professional network. 

Stewardship community Writing knowledge 
down 

Expert practitioners collaborate to structure and curate accepted 
practice and common language into an accessible explicit form. 

Innovation community Knowledge percolate Map the expertise of others; tell stories, build new sense-making 
frameworks and new ideas through conversation and interaction. 

Table 5: Four strategic intents of communities of practice, from [3] 
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a clear change in the energy.  Regular participants continued informal discussions, suggested future topics, and 
taught what they had learned in the Learn at Lunch sessions in other contexts.  The costly errors began to decline.  
There was curiosity about developing the seminars further for other sites and other companies.   

5.2 Case Study 2: Rail Industry Safety & Standards Board and Knowledge Stewardship 

Rail Industry Safety & Standards Board (RISSB) is an organisation whose purpose is to write and maintain 
Australian rail standards (including signalling).  RISSB calls for participants in development groups for identified 
topics, which are prioritised through community participation.  According to a defined structure and procedure, an 
author is selected, a development group is formed, and they meet and undertake an iterative process of review 
and discussion to develop the standard.  The standard grows as a distilled record of the knowledge within that 
group, and later in ‘conversation’ between the development group and the wider professional community.  The 
RISSB standing committee authorises publication.  The RISSB structures and processes are built to strengthen 
and enable knowledge stewardship and draw from the knowledge of the community, rather than approvals 
becoming choked in issues of hierarchy and authority. 

5.3 Case Study 3: Maintainer Control Panels, Information ‘Percolate’, and Problem Solving 

After each local IRSE meeting, or after work, or in the corridor, we typically talk to colleagues and ask what each 
of us is doing.  There is no agenda for knowledge push, or pull, or stewardship: we just open the conversation with 
“So what are you up to?”.  This social activity provides knowledge ‘percolation’ value which develops over time.  
When we go back to our work, that conversation might be useful the following day, or in ten years’ time.   

5.4 Work culture and host organisations for communities of practice 

A work culture includes formal processes and procedures, and unspoken behavioural norms, both of which seek 
to direct individual and team practice.  Different work cultures may have different reactions to communities of 
practice.  From these case studies and many others, we have identified potential risk points or problem markers 
for community of practice coordinators to keep in mind:  

• Overdeveloped or poorly targeted processes which choke or confound collaboration.  Good processes 
can potentiate both task and knowledge work, channelling effort towards necessary things and avoiding 
effort-wasting diversions or re-invention of the basics.  Without process, communities of practice can 
flounder.  Paradoxically, best practice communities are an excellent way to repair poor processes.   

• Control-focused management.  An autocratic or hierarchical management structure may struggle to 
tolerate the organic, collaborative nature of effective communities of practice.  Organisations (very 
reasonably!) seek to control task work, but when control is extended too far, it can stifle professional 
interaction and can compromise both the development of the practitioners and the commercial benefits 
for the organisation. 

• Cascading loss mindset: If those in powerful management positions are trying to stem other types of 
cascading losses in the organisation, they may baulk at "too much generosity" going into the self-
organised community of practice, and may actively seek to shut it down. 

• Host organisation at the wrong granularity to sponsor that community of practice.  However well-
intentioned a small design house community of practice is, it is probably not operating at the right level to 
write international standards.  The strategic intent of the community will define the impact that it expects 
to have, and it should roughly match the impact of the host organisation.   

“I was quite conscious going into the development group meeting that I was the most junior; in years, experience and title, and I 
really went to listen.  But everyone was asked to make comment, and when some of my structural changes were incorporated I 
really felt like I had contributed.” 

“On an IRSE site visit in 2011, I saw a nifty maintainer’s control panel with key switches: attached to each key was a little map of 
the tracks which would be locked out by that key.  Two years later, in a meeting to discuss maintainer blocking on a greenfields 
project, I said to a colleague who had also been there: “Do you remember that key switch we saw on that conference site visit? 
That could be a good starting point.” For the rest of the meeting the group workshopped the options, and this key switch became 
the basis for our maintainer’s panel design.” 
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• Consternation around corporate intellectual property and competition law.  Cross-organisation 
communities of practice are most successful when the groups understand and agree that common gains 
in knowledge are more valuable than intellectual property leakage into outside contexts. 

 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

We now understand that knowledge and competency are fluid and highly contextual, and they include tacit and 
explicit components, team coordination components, instructions tools and processes, and a social, or community, 
component.  Expertise can be developed through targeting practice, deliberate reflection and professional 
development towards what practitioners notice and do next, as well as by developing networks of who to ask.   

We conclude with some recommendations for our industry. 

6.1 Recommendations for Railway Signalling 

• Rename what we currently call a competency matrix as a task work matrix.  Tracking task work is valuable, 
but it is inappropriate to use this as either a measure or a target for who can do what work.   

• Compulsory ongoing CPD for engineers.  A CPD structure tailored to developing expertise and teamwork 
would require a mixture of explicit knowledge (performing training as well as attending training), tacit 
knowledge (participation in team practice), and community knowledge (engagement in purposeful 
community of practice activities).   

• Organisations need to understand and recognise the difference between task work and knowledge work.  
Task work is very appropriate to control and proceduralise, whereas knowledge work is most effective 
where professionals define their own groups and activities as appropriate to their own contexts. 

• Do not underestimate socialising with your colleagues as an engine for improving team coordination.  
Seek to develop networks, maps of others’ expertise, and habits of open enquiry about others’ practice.   

• Change the language used in competency guidance to include team practice.  An example is “skills, 
experience and proficiency” is the term in the Metro Trains procedures, whereas Eduardo Salas’s 
“knowledge, skills and attitudes” (see [11] and Table 2) are a better fit for an individual’s effective 
participation in a team. 
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SMRT TRAIN ENGINEER PROFESSIONALISATION (STEP) 

Madelene Lee, Vice President, Human Resources, SMRT 

Pang Shi Yun, Deputy Director, Human Capital Management, SMRT 

SUMMARY 

The challenges and changes in the operating landscape that SMRT faces are numerous and multi-faceted.  
These include the doubling of the rail network by 2030, heightened regulatory standards, increasing ridership and 
commuter expectations, alongside aging infrastructure and workforce.  Coupled with the tight labour market and 
intensified competition for railway talent, it is imperative that SMRT takes proactive steps to strengthen its 
engineering capabilities.  To this end, we took deliberate steps to grow and professionalise our railway 
engineering workforce under the SMRT Train Engineer Professionalisation (STEP) framework.   

As SMRT enters into 30 years of operations this year, we take pride in our sustained commitment to develop a 
professionally competent and proud workforce to deliver train services that are safe, reliable and comfortable, 
and would like to share what we think are some of the key success factors.   

1 INTRODUCTION 

As a public transport operator in Singapore, SMRT is in the People Business, serving millions of commuters each 
day.  Customer centricity, rail safety and reliability are our utmost priorities and excellence in these areas can 
only be driven by a professionally competent workforce.  With engineers being the backbone of our rail system, 
we must raise, train and sustain a strong engineering core to meet current business needs.  As Singapore is set 
to double its rail network by 2030, we must also develop a future-ready workforce that is equipped to meet the 
evolving challenges and demands of tomorrow.   

This paper outlines SMRT’s integrated approach to professionalise our engineering workforce under the SMRT 
Train Engineer Professionalisation (STEP) framework.  Conceptualised in 2013, STEP is a key people strategy 
to transform our business to enhance operational excellence and commuters’ experience.  Broadly, STEP is 
centred on proactive workforce planning and holistic development of our engineering workforce to meet current 
and future challenges.  Designed to also build a sustainable pipeline of railway professionals for the industry, 
SMRT partnered key stakeholders, including governmental agencies and industry institutions, to attract, develop 
and retain talent in the railway industry.   

2 THE CORNERSTONE OF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: PRIDE AND 
PROFESSIONALISM 

2.1 Pride and Professionalism are Mutually Reinforcing Forces 

In SMRT, Professional Development is underpinned by a two-pronged strategy of instilling Pride and 
Professionalism.  While Professionalism enables one to gain mastery of competencies and uphold exemplary 
standards, it is Pride – the passion and desire to continually give one’s best – that is the innate driving force that 
goes a long way in the professional development of employees.  In fact, the two can be seen as mutually 
reinforcing forces that motivate one to strive for continuous excellence.   

2.2 The Six Building Blocks of STEP 

Anchored on Pride and Professionalism, the STEP framework comprises six building blocks (see Fig.  1), with 
the details elaborated in the ensuing paragraphs.   

• Career branding and proposition 

• Structured career paths based on competencies 

• Rigorous training and development 

• Opportunities for job rotations and varied exposure 
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• Professional accreditation and recognition 

• Competitive remuneration to recognise competencies 

Figure 1: STEP Framework Building Blocks 

3 CAREER BRANDING AND PROPOSITION  

3.1 Railway Industry is a Sunrise Industry 

A growing, sunrise industry will naturally attract talent due to positive employment prospects.  With the exciting 
developments of rail network extension, increase in trains fleet size, ongoing renewal and replacement projects, 
the Singapore rail industry is on the fast track for growth.  To attract talent to the rail industry, a key strategy is to 
collaborate with industry stakeholders in order to ensure concerted branding and marketing efforts at the industry 
level.  After all, instead of competing against other public transport operators and the regulator in a fragmented 
market, it makes more sense to uplift the railway industry as a whole to attract and retain talent.  This will also 
mitigate the challenge of a leakage of engineering graduates to non-engineering professions.   

3.2 Engineering with a Purpose 

Engineers play an integral role in the betterment of society.  This is especially so in the public transport industry 
where rail engineers have a social mission to fulfil.  To deliver train services that are safe, reliable and 
comfortable, our rail engineers share a common purpose of building trust and bringing on smiles, every day and 
in everyone who journeys with us.  By actively championing this social mission in our branding efforts (see Fig.  
2), we are able to attract and retain employees who are committed to service excellence, serve the public for the 
welfare of the masses and take pride in their work to uphold the highest standards.   

With these efforts, SMRT’s staff population grew by 35%, and the number of railway engineers doubled in the 
last three years.  The engineering senior leadership bench strength has also increased by 30%.  This helps 
secure the succession planning for the leadership rungs, which is crucial for SMRT to sustain the pace of its 
multi-year, multi-project rail transformation effort.   
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Figure 2: Branding Efforts to Instil Pride 

3.3 Competency-based Career Progression 

We embarked on a mind-set shift, moving away from the traditional, seniority based career model to a 
competency-based career progression for employees.  This fundamental shift in mind-set paved the way for 
many subsequent initiatives.  Employees are given opportunities to progress and fulfil their career aspirations so 
long as they demonstrate the requisite competencies, regardless of their educational background or entry point in 
their careers with the organisation.  Employees are thus greatly motivated to gain new competencies for career 
advancement. 

3.3.1 People Development Model: K.I.L.A.T 

Our overarching people development model is coined as K.I.L.A.T (see Fig.  3), which stands for Knowledge, 
Intellectual Integrity, Leadership, Achievement and Technical Expertise.  K.I.L.A.T is constructed to enable 
employees to be professionally trained and nurtured, depending on their career aspirations, performance and 
potential.  There is a T-shaped block embedded within the model, which represents the need to develop 
engineers who have deep engineering expertise and are able to integrate horizontally across in today’s 
increasingly complex operating environment.  The significance of the T-shaped block is also to illustrate the 
diverse career tracks for engineers.  Depending on one’s career aspirations, he / she can choose to specialise in 
a particular field to be a deep domain expert (as represented by a longer vertical T-shaped block) or pursue a 
dual-track career path that entails management responsibilities (a balanced T-shaped block).   

The K.I.L.A.T model has resonated well with employees because when used colloquially, the term K.I.L.A.T is 
synonymous with a high level of competence.  Guided by the model, the professional development of our 
employees is streamlined into the acquisition of competencies in three areas: Core (Values), Functional and 
Leadership.  Competency standards are clearly defined for four different job levels (Do, Guide, Manage and 
Lead).  Each competency comes with a description of what it means, to provide a clear understanding and 
ensure consistency in expectations from the individuals at each job level.  These competencies serve as the 
basis for our workforce professionalisation, spanning across recruitment to performance management, talent 
management, training and development.   
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Figure 3: K.I.L.A.T Model

4 STRUCTURED CAREER PATHS BASED ON COMPETENCIES 

4.1 Multiple Pathways to Success based on Competencies 

To drive the professional development of our employees, there must be alignment with career roadmaps.  Our 
career roadmaps, modelled after the national labour movement’s Progressive Wage Model (PWM), provide a 
clear career pathway for employees to progress and earn higher wages through skills upgrading and 
competencies acquisition, which leads to improvements in productivity and standards.   

In addition, our career roadmaps seek to fulfil career aspirations of employees by providing multiple pathways to 
success based on individual’s competencies.  This marks a fundamental shift from the traditional stacked career 
model.  With our well-defined career roadmaps, our employees can progress along different career tracks – 
specialist, supervisory or executive, so long as they demonstrate the requisite competencies.  Non-graduates 
can also look forward to career progression to executive and managerial roles if they perform well and 
demonstrate the potential to take on higher responsibilities. 

4.2 SMRT Trains Career Scheme for Non-Executives 

Designed with the aim of strengthening the operational and engineering capabilities of our workforce, the SMRT 
Trains Career Scheme, targeted at the main bulk of our Trains workforce, was refined and launched in 2014.  
This was the result of extensive collaboration with the National Transport Workers’ Union (NTWU) and is in line 
with the PWM where we advocate for the four key thrusts of career progression, skills upgrading, productivity and 
wages.  There are two main families of vocations in this career scheme:  

• Operations: oversee daily running of passenger train services 

• Engineering: ensure maintenance and engineering of the train networks 

Every vocation has a well-defined and structured career path that helps the employee to grow in his / her career 
and develops them to their fullest potential (see Fig.  4 for an illustration).  Pinnacle appointments were also 
created for the key vocations, to motivate employees to enhance their professional competencies.  As pinnacle 
appointment holders are deemed as the “technical guru”, they are also entrusted with the responsibilities of 
mentoring junior employees to facilitate tacit knowledge transfer.  For example, a Technical Officer (TO) who 
aspires to be developed along a specialist track can progress to a Senior Technical Officer.  Alternatively, if the 
TO prefers to take on more man-management responsibilities, he / she can progress along the Assistant 
Engineer pathway.   
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Figure 4: Illustration of Structured Career Roadmap for Engineering Workforce

4.3 SMRT Trains Executive Engineers Career Scheme 

Launched in 2015, the STEP career roadmap is a progressive competency-based career scheme for Trains 
executives to grow as professionals in rail engineering (see Fig 5).  The development and progression of 
engineers are along distinct tracks to fulfil the full spectrum of business needs and individuals’ aspirations – from 
pure engineering, to corporate functions, to business growth areas.  To foster a greater sense of identity and 
pride among the engineering community, executive engineers adopted a new Rail Engineer (RE) pay grade 
structure which has a corresponding set of professional job titles to reflect the prestige. 

At the junior RE grades, the developmental focus is for the young engineers to be anchored on a particular 
engineering domain based on the five Centres of Excellence (CoE) in SMRT – Rolling Stock, Power, Signals & 
Communications, Permanent Way and Systems & Technology Integration.  Each CoE is organised broadly 
based on the engineering building blocks of MEPP – Maintenance, Engineering, Plans and Projects – to facilitate 
integration through systematised processes and the creation of communities of practice.  At the initial phase of 
the career, employees tend to be rotated across MEPP of each CoE to be exposed to the full value chain within 
each CoE.  Thereafter, around the 5th year onwards, they will be rotated across CoEs to broaden their 
development.  This is on consideration that at certain levels, there is a convergence of job roles and 
competencies development that can facilitate cross deployment.  Such a cross-functional exposure is also 
necessary to develop systems thinking capabilities, given that the rail systems are getting increasingly complex 
and intertwined.   
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Figure 5: STEP Engineer Career Roadmap 

When implemented in tandem with the SMRT Trains Career Scheme for Non-executives launched in 2014 (see 
Fig.  6), our career roadmaps provide a wide range of opportunities for executives and non-executives to fully 
develop their potential throughout their career.  At the same time, with leadership development and management 
skills infused into the training, our employees are equipped to uphold the highest standards of leadership and 
operational competencies. 

Figure 6: STEP Career Roadmaps
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4.4 SMRT Engineering Maintenance Managers (EMM) Career Scheme 

Building on the successes of the executive and non-executive career schemes, we integrated the two schemes 
to launch the Engineering Maintenance Manager (EMM) career scheme in 2016 to further enhance professional 
development.  The EMMs are the middle management that play a key role in leading the technical workforce in 
our drive towards higher rail reliability.  Designed to up-profile our middle management with a unique career 
proposition that enables both diploma and degree graduates to assume the EMM roles, this allows us to fulfil 
career aspirations of the best and most experienced diploma talent as well as hone maintenance operation 
competence of young engineering graduates (see Fig.  7). 

Figure 7: EMM Career Roadmap 

This scheme was conceived as part of our strategic workforce planning to address the rising educational profile 
of the younger generation workforce.  We recognise that even as we transit into an innovation economy by 
building up capabilities in newer engineering and multi-disciplinary fields, we must also ensure that we continue 
to sustain deep domain expertise in our technical workforce who know the nuts and bolts of our engineering 
systems.  Graduate engineers are rotated to take on the EMM appointments as part of their structured route-of-
advancement to gain grounding while the good performing and high-potential diploma talent are fast-tracked to 
assume the EMM appointments. 

5 RIGOROUS TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT 

5.1 Engineering and Management Associate (EMA) Programme 

The EMA programme is SMRT’s recruitment platform for fresh graduates.  Previously known as the Management 
Trainee (MT) Programme when it was first launched in 2008, it was rebranded in 2014 with a sharp focus placed 
on the professional development of the engineering pool.  The EMA programme begins with a structured two-
month foundation journey for on-boarding, focusing on building up personal effectiveness skillsets and a broad 
understanding of the organisation and industry.  Subsequently, they will go through a four-month on-the-job 
(OJT) training at one of the CoEs to be exposed to ground maintenance work before their deployment as full-
fledged employees.   

5.2 STEP Training Programmes 

As part of the STEP framework, there is a series of training programmes targeted at different employee profiles, 
and at different junctures, with the aim of developing well-rounded engineering professionals (see Fig.  8).  
Besides the engineering-centric programmes, our rail engineers also attend structured leadership programmes at 
key milestones of their career.   
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• STEP - Induction (STEP-IN): targeted at fresh graduates to provide structured grounding in 
engineering fundamentals.  Leads up to professional accreditation with four to five years, as a core 
requirement for engineering professionals.   

• STEP - Upgrading (STEP-UP): targeted at current, mid-level engineers to encourage continual 
improvement and updating of technical and industry know-how.  Meant to rejuvenate existing engineers 
and equip them with the latest management and leadership skills to navigate the challenges ahead, and 
to empower them to mentor, motivate and develop the young engineers.   

• STEP - Bridging: targeted at mid-careerists to ramp up their railway engineering knowledge and 
assimilate them into the industry. 

To ensure governance and garner buy-in from the senior management in driving workforce professionalisation, a 
STEP Council was set up.  Headed by the Chief Executive Officer, SMRT Trains, and co-led by the Vice 
President, Human Resources, the council members comprise Vice Presidents / Principal Fellows of the various 
Trains Divisions.  The primary terms of reference for this council is to set strategic direction for the 
implementation of the STEP training programmes.  The STEP Council is also entrusted with the responsibility of 
validating the application projects submitted by the STEP participants.  The applications projects are infused into 
the training curriculum to enable engineers to apply concepts learnt to solve real-life engineering issues as part 
of their developmental plan.  The project team members comprise a mix of STEP-IN, STEP-UP and STEP-
Bridging participants to facilitate interaction across cross-functional teams. 
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Figure 8: Overview of STEP-IN, STEP-UP and STEP-Bridging Programmes 

5.2.1 Collaboration with University of Birmingham on railway engineering programmes 

The STEP railway engineering programmes are conducted in-house and in collaboration with reputable local and 
overseas institutions, e.g.  Singapore Land Transport Authority (LTA) and University of Birmingham.  Our training 
arm, SMRT Institute, inked a Memorandum of Understanding in early 2016, paving the way forward to 
collaborate on the design and delivery of railway engineering education courses at SMRT in Singapore.  In this 
collaboration, formalised as SMRT Institute – University of Birmingham Post Graduate Programme in Urban 
Railway Engineering (Singapore), three post-graduate (PG) qualification will be conferred: 

• PG Certification in Urban Railway Engineering (Singapore) 

• PG Diploma in Urban Railway Engineering (Singapore), and 

• Master of Science in Urban Railway Engineering (Singapore) 

5.2.2 PG certification in urban railway engineering (Singapore) 

The PG certification in Urban Railway Engineering (Singapore), is the first of the series of programmes that has 
been conducted in October 2016.  It is a three-year programme comprising studies in Railway Landscape, 
Railway Management as well as in four domain-specific areas, namely Railway Systems, Rolling Stock, 
Permanent Way & Structure, and Power & Building Services.  The curriculum is deliberately designed to give 
participants a thorough appreciation of urban railway systems and business, together with project management, 
asset, management and technology specific modules according to their work specialisation.  The immediate 
relevance and application will be enriched with the contributions of the University of Birmingham’s faculty 
members, its industrial lecturers and SMRT experts.  Course participants are able to gain perspectives from an 
institute of higher learning for railway education as well as real-world operator experience.  In support of national 
efforts to deepen railway expertise in Singapore, these programmes are also offered to other industry players.  
From 2015 to date, we have about 180 participants who have completed the first year programme.   
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5.2.3 Train-the-trainers (TTT) programme 

To facilitate knowledge transfer and to strengthen our training capabilities, we have partnered University of 
Birmingham to enable our senior engineering leaders and doyens to take up academic teaching roles in the PG 
programmes.  Selected employees underwent a training programme – known as Train-the-Trainers (TTT) – in 
December 2016 and they have applied to become “Recognised Lecturer (RL)” where they are deemed qualified 
to conduct the programmes.   

5.3 Integrating Pre-employment Training (PET) and Continuing Education and Training  
     (CET) 

Besides investing in the professional development of existing employees, SMRT has proactively gone upstream 
to forge partnerships with Institutes of Higher Learning (IHLs) to enhance the pre-employment training.  We have 
collaborated with academic institutions on co-design of course curriculum, exchange of instructional services and 
industrial attachment opportunities, with the objective of building up a ready pool of trained resources for the 
industry.   

In recent years, Singapore has been driving a national movement – SkillsFuture – to encourage Singaporeans to 
develop and deepen specialist skills needed to propel future economic growth or in areas of demand.  In tandem 
with this, specific to the transport sector, there are various initiatives and funding to cater to the development of 
more industry-relevant programmes, sponsorship of study awards and training grants, a skills-based progression 
framework, as well as an industry-wide branding of the sector.  To better integrate the PET and CET, SMRT has 
collaborated with the IHLs, along with other industry partners, to develop and broaden the education and training 
programmes that appeal to current students, existing employees and experienced professionals considering a 
mid-career switch.   

5.3.1 Collaboration with Institute of Technical Training (ITE) on national ITE certificate in rapid  
   transit technology (NITEC in RTT), and higher NITEC in RTT 

SMRT’s collaboration with ITE in 2009 created the first-ever NITEC in RTT programme for the industry.  This 
programme provides a robust foundation in railway engineering in areas such as Rapid Transit Systems and 
Operations, Automation and Control Systems, as well as Electronics and Systems and Equipment.  As part of the 
programme, the students are required to have an internship stint with SMRT, which will help them to assimilate 
into the working environment eventually and enhance their speed to competence.   

Subsequently in 2015, SMRT, together with other rail industry players, worked with ITE to launch a Higher 
NITEC in RTT.  With an emphasis on rail communications, signalling and integrated supervisory control systems, 
this course is to enable NITEC graduates to upgrade themselves professionally.   

5.3.2 Collaboration with Workforce Development Agency (WDA) to develop the workforce skills   
   qualification (WSQ) framework for rail engineering sector 

WDA, now known as Workforce Singapore (WSG), is the statutory board that seeks to encourage continuous 
upgrading by providing training frameworks across diverse industries.  In 2009, SMRT was selected by WDA to 
lead the development of the WSQ framework for the railway engineering sector.  The framework, which 
continues to be used today, serves as a blueprint to upgrade the skills of the existing railway industry workforce 
and to attract new entrants, with the ultimate goal of having a more professionally competent workforce.   

5.3.3 Collaboration with Singapore Polytechnic on diploma in engineering (RTT) 

SMRT has also collaborated with Singapore Polytechnic to develop a nationally accredited Diploma in 
Engineering (Rapid Transit Technology).  This is a part-time programme targeted at adult learners with NITEC 
and Higher NITEC qualifications who wish to further upgrade their knowledge and skills.   

In 2016, SMRT, along with other rail players and WDA, partnered Singapore Polytechnic to roll out a SkillsFuture 
Earn-and-Learn Programme (ELP) for RTT.  Under this RTT-ELP, ITE graduates will be matched to suitable 
employers and will undergo a work study programme comprising structured on-the-job training, classroom 
training and e-learning, leading to industry-recognised certifications.   
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5.3.4 Collaboration with Singapore Institute of Technology (SIT) 

More recently, we saw the first intake of students from Singapore Institute of Technology (SIT) Integrated Work 
Study Programme (IWSP) for Sustainable Infrastructure Engineering (Land), where students are given the 
opportunity to work in SMRT for a year.  Unlike the conventional short-term internships, the IWSP enables the 
students to undertake real work in SMRT and integrate theory and practice.  The students may be offered 
employment opportunities after their graduation.  The top cohort of the first intake of students applied to SMRT 
for IWSP and 100% of them have accepted our job offers.   

5.4 Professional Academic Upgrading for In-Service Employees 

To encourage employees to pursue professional academic upgrading, we offer sponsorship to selected 
employees under our Learning through Educational Advancement Programmes (LEAP) framework.  Recently, 4 
of our LEAP award recipients are also recipients of the inaugural Public Transport Sponsorships and SkillsFuture 
Study Awards, given under the ambit of the SkillsFuture initiative (see Fig.  9).   

Figure 9: LEAP Award Recipients

6 OPPORTUNITIES FOR LEARNING THROUGH VARIED PLATFORMS 

6.1 Triple ‘E’ Development Framework 

The development of our employees is carefully charted to allow him / her to acquire the desired competencies at 
each career stage in order to deliver performance.  Our Triple ‘E’ Development Framework, a product of 
benchmarking with top companies, is a holistic set of development platforms – Education, Exposure and 
Experience (see Fig.  10).  These are complementary in nature to enable maximal learning transfer, as 
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summarised below.  Organisational cost savings are also achieved by leveraging a pool of internal trainers, peer 
learning, sharing from mentors / coaches, and on-the-job training.   

Beyond rotating employees within SMRT, we have also formalised secondment arrangements with the Land 
Transport Authority (LTA) to facilitate cross-pollination of knowledge from both the regulator and operator’s 
perspectives.  This is to facilitate a tighter integration across the Design-Build-Operate-Maintain engineering life 
cycle by overcoming the structural constraints. 

Education: 
Formal Training

The Education platform consists 
of formal classroom trainings and 
leadership development courses. 
As part of professionalising our 

people, we also provide support 
for academic and professional 

qualifications. For our top 
leaders, personal coaching is 

provided to allow one to 
maximise his/her full potential.

To Learn & Hone 

Exposure: 
Informal Training

The formal Education platform is 
complemented by ongoing 
Exposure initiatives which 
challenge and stretch the 

executives beyond their jobs, 
through social learning, cross-

functional roles, enterprise-level 
projects, mentorship and 

shadowing of senior 
management.  These interactions 

across the organisation allow 
them to gain a wider perspective 

and understanding of the 
business. 

To Stretch & Broaden

Experience: 
On-the-Job Learning

The Experience platform seeks to 
maximise on-the-job learning 

through job rotations.  A 
centralised job rotation system is 
established to rotate talents to 

talent-tagged appointments 
every two to three years.  

Quarterly Posting Boards are held 
to deliberate the deployment 
plans for talents from a global 

perspective.  This cultivates 
discipline within the system and 

ensure that talents are 
sufficiently groomed and exposed 
to core business domains before 
assuming higher responsibilities. 

To Apply & Experiment

Figure 10: Triple ‘E’ Development Framework 

6.2 Integration with Performance Management System 

The development of our employees is closely integrated with our Performance Management System which 
focuses on the performance and competency-level of our employees.  The assessment of competency-level in 
performance appraisal allows us to chart out the Individual Development Plan (IDP) of the employee to ensure 
that he / she has the requisite competency level before progression to the next level based on competency-
based career roadmaps.  Beyond just appraisal, there is also a strong emphasis on the need for regular 
feedback conversations to engage staff in career development planning.   

6.3 Learning Management and Culture 

The training of our employees is centrally managed and determined at various levels (Company, Business Unit 
and Individual training needs) based on the Targeted Learning Needs Framework.  Training needs are classified 
into six categories; Core, Regulatory, Vocational, Soft skills, Professional and Leadership.  Consolidating and 
managing the training needs centrally allows SMRT to focus and prioritise the training based on business needs. 

At the same time, the efforts to professionalise our workforce must be enabled by the right learning culture.  The 
learning culture in SMRT is one of shared responsibility between the organisation, management and employees.  
While the organisation provides the direction, structure and system, and the management provides the 
necessary support, the employees are ultimately responsible to take charge of their own development to acquire 
the requisite skills and knowledge for their career development.  Each employee is responsible for ensuring that 
his / her developmental plans are fulfilled to the best of his / her ability, as well as to maximise the application of 
learning to their workplaces.  They are supported by their immediate managers who are trained to identify 
learning and developmental needs as part of the Performance Management process.   
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7 PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION AND RECOGNITION 

7.1 Chartered Engineers in Railway and Transport Engineering 

We are deeply committed to professionalise and instil pride in our workforce.  To this end, in May 2015, SMRT 
signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with Institution of Engineers Singapore (IES), LTA, WDA and 
other rail player to cement our commitment to recognise, benchmark and develop rail engineers.  This MOU is a 
first for the rail industry where strategic partners work together to attract, retain and develop the workforce, with 
the ultimate aim of building a sustainable pool of qualified, competent and proficient rail engineers.  Following this 
MOU, the Chartered Engineer for Railway and Transport Engineering was launched by IES in November 2015.  
This chartership accreditation, a first for the railway professionals in Singapore, was developed with reference to 
the UK Chartered Engineer framework and the Singapore Professional Engineers accreditation framework.  It is 
a quality mark of the professional standing of railway engineers at the industry level.   

In March 2016, SMRT’s engineering workforce received a boost with the accreditation of seven employees as 
Singapore’s pioneer batch of Chartered Engineers in Railway and Transportation Engineering after having gone 
through a rigorous assessment (see Fig.  11).  Carrying the prestigious ‘CEng’ title, the accreditation is awarded 
by the IES and is recognised by the railway industry as an indication of the deep expertise in a specialised field 
of engineering.  This bears testament to the professional standing of our engineering workforce. 

As part of the STEP Career Roadmap, we support our engineers to attain chartership within 5 years and 
subsequent accreditation as a Professional Engineer.  Till date, we have 25 employees who have received the 
chartership accreditation and also enlarged our pool of Professional Engineers.   

Figure 11: Professional Accreditation as Chartered Engineer in Railway & Transportation Engineering

8 COMPETITIVE REMUNERATION TO RECOGNISE COMPETENCIES 

The STEP career roadmap provides progressive development of competence and accreditation throughout the 
engineer’s career lifecycle.  It also enables equitable and competitive remuneration that are commensurate with 
one’s competencies and responsibilities.  This offers greater career mobility and opportunities for employees.   

To motivate and retain quality engineers, our remuneration principles are to ensure market competitiveness and 
to reward for performance.  To encourage them to excel in professional development, we will recognise them 
accordingly to ensure that their remunerations are commensurate with their skillsets.   
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9 CONCLUSION 

STEP is a whole-of-system approach to professionalise our engineering workforce, with the close integration of 
the six building blocks.  Along with the partnership of industry stakeholders, the various initiatives, carefully 
planned and brought to fruition over the years, work in tandem to build a sustainable pipeline of engineers, 
anchored on the right values, competencies, and professional expertise.  This will build indigenous rail 
engineering capabilities in SMRT and Singapore, and help develop Singapore a Centre of Excellence for Rail 
Engineering in the region.   

We are proud to share some of our key achievements as follows: 

• Retention rate is over 80% for the 5-year-old cohort and retention rate is 95% within the first two   
   years.   

• An Organisational Climate Survey conducted by Towers Watson signalled high employee  
  engagement at 86% and 9 out of 10 employees said they are proud to work in SMRT.  This is 6%  
  above the Singapore Norm, 9% above the Transport Industry norm and 10% above Global Transitional  
  Companies norm. 
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MAINTAINING KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE USE OF 
SIGNALLING RELAYS 

Jens Schulz, Dipl.-Ing., SBB/CFF/FFS Infrastructure 
Tero Sorsimo, B. Eng, VR Track Oy  

SUMMARY 

Relay based installations are very common in signalling systems worldwide, because they have a very long life 
cycle. Maintaining the necessary know-how about the “use of relays” is therefore unavoidable, but challenging.   

The UIC project “Use of Signalling Relays” has the potential to maintain the system-specific expertise required 
for the use of signalling relays beyond 2030. This paper gives a brief introduction to the project and its main 
deliverables, as well as about theoretical analyses undertaken. Remaining “open points” about the use of 
signalling relay will be indicated.  In addition information about improvements within Finnish relay interlockings 
are provided. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Signalling relays have been used for more than 100 years. They have extremely stringent requirements relating 
to reliability and functional safety. Both have a major effect on the design of relays, as well as their use. 

Relay based installations today represent the backbone of most signalling assets. However, relays are used 
within modern electronic interlockings too, albeit at lower scale. It is believed that relay based signalling 
installations will be in operation until 2030 (may be much longer), so there is a need to maintain relay related 
knowledge. 

Many players face a significant relay related brain drain, mostly due to retirements. Unfortunately, there are quite 
often neither sufficient documentation nor training possibilities available, so there is a risk about losing know-how 
over time. The UIC technical report “Use of Signalling Relays” has the potential to maintain the system-specific 
expertise required for the use of signalling relays, particularly regarding: 

• avoiding systematic faults in relay circuits, 

• detecting random failures and 

• providing fit-for-purpose maintenance. 

2 UIC PROJECT “USE OF SIGNALLING RELAY”  

2.1 Motivation 

The UIC Signalling Expert Group (SEG) is a permanent expert group of the UIC RSF CCS & TLC sector. The 
group's objective is to expand the “theory and technology underlying the control and safety of railway transport 
processes”, to maintain system-specific expertise and to engage in an exchange of experience between experts. 

UIC SEG is in charge of the technical specification Leaflet UIC 736 “Signalling Relay”, which was transposed to 
EN 50578 “DC signalling relay” some years ago. However, SEG noted then that it was no longer possible to 
provide the justification for all of the UIC 736 requirements. This would not be allowed.  

At the same time SEG noted an increasing demand about relay related knowledge, especially about the use of 
relays in signalling installations. In 2012, a number of railways therefore proposed a new working item about the 
“Use of Signalling Relays”.  

2.2 Project Work Packages  

The project was split up into 5 work packages (WP), noting the available resources as well as the dependencies 
between the WP. The following chapters briefly explain the scope of each WP and the deliverables received.  
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2.2.1 WP A - failures & associated risks which have to be taken into consideration   

The scope of WP A was to collect systematically information about common failures & related risks which have to 
be taken into consideration using signalling relays. 

One of the challenges was that available documents (which explain possible measurements) are usually based 
on a few given failures rather than on systematic analyses. Another challenge was the need for re-engineering of 
the requirements of UIC 736 because the leaflet does not describe the underlying failures, their consequences 
and related hazards for its requirements. Furthermore, experience shows that there are (remaining) hazards 
which are not covered by UIC 736 (these hazards partly depend on the type of signalling relay used). Therefore, 
it was necessary to elaborate these hazards as well as their underlying failure and consequences too.  

Noting the circumstances given, the project team decided to start with a questionnaire, which collected input 
about failures, possible consequences as well as related hazards about the following topics: relay contacts; relay 
system; insulation matters; power supply; maintenance; environmental matters and the use of other components 
(like diodes). For the sake of simplification, the hazards were categorised as follows: 

• a fault / incident that does not lead to a hazard  
(e.g., a random outage that is detected via a functional failure), 

• a fault / incident that leads to a chance of potential hazard  
(e.g., a random outage that is not detected, or a combination of faults), 

• a fault / incident that leads directly to a potential hazard  
(e.g., a potentially dangerous outage). 

Main deliverables of WP A are: 

• EXL-list with 114 failures and associated risks (within 39 point of interests), as input for WP B,  

• the re-established knowledge behind the requirements of the UIC 736 Leaflet,   

• 60 terms and definitions in 5 languages (English, French, German, Finnish and Swedish). 

2.2.2 WP B - proven principles which eliminate / reduce identified risk   

The scope of WP B was to collect tried and tested measures that eliminate hazards resulting from the use of 
relays in circuits with requirements for “functional safety”, or reduce these significantly. The WP B activities were 
based on senior expert judgment with a subsequent verification by an independent relay expert. 

WP B was divided into two work stages. The first one was the collection of the measures themselves. Every 
measure was assigned the RAMS aspects associated with it. In addition, in the case of the safety aspect 
(RAMS), whether the measure relates to type N and / or type C relays was indicated. However, rarely used 
measures were not named, as this would exceed the scope of the project. 

The second step required much more work effort, because it was necessary to match collected measures with 
the hazards from WP A. This was done using a so called “impact-matric”. To simplify matters, a distinction was 
made between “effective” and “conditionally effective” measures.  The main deliverables of WP B were: 

• EXL-list of 94 measures (within 9 point of interest) which eliminate / reduce risk, 

• an “impact matrix” which matches the deliverables of the WP A and the WP B, in total more  
than 700 recommendations. From these recommendations are  
- 520 “safety relevant” (330 with “high impact”, 190 with “limited impact”), 
- 190 “availability relevant” (130 with “high impact”, 60 with “limited impact”). 

2.2.3 WP C - common wirering diagrams (for DC relays only) 

The scope of WP C was to collect common wiring diagrams for DC relays which are used for demonstration as 
well as training purposes within the technical report.  Relay circuits provided by DB, ÖBB, SBB/CFF/FFS as well 
as FTA were collected and later explained within the technical report. 
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2.2.4 WP D - probability values of class C & N relays, contacts & wires 

The scope of WP D was to collect known probability values of class C & N relays, contacts and wires in order to 
support the quantitative analyses within the technical report. 

As expected, the data collected is based on studies relating to the reliability or the evaluation of field data over 
several years. The focus of the collected failure rates concerns relays type C. For relays of type N there is not 
much information on failure rates available. Since some of the collected data is commercially sensitive, only data 
that was publicly accessible was published within the report. 

2.2.5 WP E - relay circuits related symbols 

WP E collected information about frequently used relay & relay contact related symbols for demonstration as well 
as training purposes, altogether 188 symbols. One of the lessons learnt is that there are many possibilities to 
indicate the same technical issue. Therefore, it is to be assumed that there was no standardisation in the past. 

2.3 The Technical Report “Use of Signalling Relay” 

The main outcome of the UIC project “Use of Signalling Relay” was a technical report. The report was drawn up 
by the UIC SEG members in collaboration with system experts from a number of different infrastructure 
managers. The report refers to both “class C” and “class N” relay. However, the main focus is on the C-relay, 
mostly because of the origin (as well as the knowledge) of the experts engaged within the project.  

The technical report (178 pages) was written in German language. Translations into English, French and Finnish 
languages will be available by the end of 2017. 

The aim of the technical report is to acquire the system-specific expertise required for the use of signalling relays 
in signalling systems. The technical report therefore treats the following topics:  

• a brief introduction to relay technology (focusing on signalling relays), 

• faults and hazards to be considered when using signalling relays,  

• tried and proven measures that eliminate / reduce hazards,  

• an estimation of the efficiency of the measures in dealing with given hazards, 

• a demonstration of measures relating to given circuits, 

• theoretical foundations and quantitative analyses which highlight a number of measures, 

• testing relay circuits, measures for maintenance, as well as the use of other components. 

2.3.1 Tried and proven measures 

The technical report explains a number of “essential” as well as “frequently used” measures. A few measures are 
briefly explained within this chapter in order to provide an insight of the technical report.  

Use of “normally open” circuits 

According to the “theory of transport safety technology”, it is necessary to utilise the “higher quality condition” in 
energetic terms for the “release unit” (e.g., a relay) for the release of a safety-relevant function. Therefore safety-
relevant functions will be usually released or triggered “by current flow”. As a result of this, make contacts will 
generally be utilised for elementary relays. The locking of safety-relevant functions will logically take place as a 
result of the “absence of current”, i.e., in the case of an elementary relay by means of the de-energised position. 
For “safe signalling circuits”, the “normally open” circuit will therefore preferably be used. 

Use of “normally closed” circuits 

Signalling systems that monitor system status often use the “normally closed circuit”. One of the advantages is 
the immediate (i.e., rapid) system response set up in this way. If “normally closed” current circuits are used in the 
form of safety-relevant “release functions” (e.g., in track circuits), supplementary measures are required to 
eliminate or reduce significantly any hazards resulting from the fault group “drop failure”. 
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Mandatory sequence:  release only after locking 

If safety-critical functions are functionally dependent, the dependencies concerned must be proved accordingly in 
the circuit. If, for instance, the release of a function requires prior locking of another function, it must be ensured 
that the locking action takes effect before the release takes place.  

Locking using current flow  

Wherever possible, “locking of a safety-relevant function via current flow” must be avoided. If the “normally 
closed” circuit has to be applied in response to functional or circuitry conditions, the relay concerned must be 
proved as to its locking position. To be able to dispense the measure, relays with memory function are usually 
employed.  

Use of relays with memory function 

Relays with memory function are preferably used to lock safety-relevant functions, and in individual cases also to 
save energy. In practice, several types of relays are used that all have different failure rates depending on their 
design. For “high-standard safety-related functions” only interlocked relays are usually used. Magnetically latched 
relays and remanence relays are generally only used for “normal control functions”. When using relays with 
memory function, it should be noted that many relay designs have asymmetrical failure rates. To lock safety-
relevant functions, the more stable end-state must therefore always be used.  

Use of interlocked relays 

When using interlocked relays, it must be achieved that both sub-systems may be in the “energised” position as 
a result of their construction. However, it is not possible for both sub-systems to “drop” at the same time. From 
this we can derive that the make contacts in the two sub-systems can both be closed at the same time. Care 
must therefore be taken in the circuit to ensure that the right contacts are applied both for “locking a function” and 
“releasing a function”. In addition, the actual locking action must be proved. In practice, both measures are 
implemented in different ways, depending on whether symmetrical or asymmetrical interlocked relays are used. 

As an example, if symmetrical interlocked relays are used, both measures are met if: 

• “normally closed” contacts are used to “lock functions” from the sub-system that switches first  
(i.e., back or break contacts of the sub-system that is energised) and   

• “normally closed” contacts are used to “release functions” from the sub-system that switches last  
(i.e., back or break contacts of the sub-system that drops). 

Since in the case of asymmetrical interlocked relays one of the two sub-systems may not have sufficient 
“normally closed” contacts, “locking of functions” and ”release of functions” are generally achieved using contacts 
from the same sub-system. The technical report therefore explains two frequently used circuit variants.  

Principles of contact multiplication - cascade switching of elementary relays  

Cascade switching is the most frequently used circuit for contact multiplication. In this context, the following 
principles must be observed: 

• In “normally open” circuits, all relays must be proved to establish their default position. 

• In “normally closed” circuits, the default position is generally proved indirectly via the “last relay in the 
cascade”. 

In addition, the delay caused by the cascade switching of the relays is to be factored into the circuit design. 

Please note: In “normally open” circuits, the requirements for the wiring and testing of a supplementary relay can 
be reduced by placing the supplementary relay as first relay in the cascade. 

Principles of contact multiplication - parallel switching with elementary relays 

Parallel switching of additional elementary relays should be avoided wherever possible. If parallel switching is 
unavoidable, connections to minus should be designed as ring feeders. Figure 1 explains why.  
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Figure 1: parallel switching of elementary relays without ring feeder 

Control and monitoring of elements in the external installation - unipolar vs bi-polar switching  

The number of relay contacts used to trigger field elements (per function) generally depends on a combination of 
several criteria. The technical report therefore recommends to take the following aspects into account: 

• requirements for the tolerable hazard rate of the respective function, 

• number of available return conductors, 

• environmental conditions (e.g., electrified sections, type of traction, etc.) and  

• operating distance (and thus the height of the assumed interference voltage),  

• feed concept (e.g., IT feed concept with monitoring), 

• earthing concept (e.g., mono or bi-lateral earthing of the cable sheath), 

• requirements for person, material and fire protection, 

• required availability. 

Please note: Bi-polar switching has become established as “state of the art” (particularly on electrified lines).  

An exception is the control of the most restrictive signal aspect (e.g., “stop”), which is generally unipolar. 

Transmission of information between “safe signalling” systems  

If relays are used to transmit information, care must be taken that the relays are not located on the same side as 
the feed for the circuit concerned. The background of the measure is the fact that the proof of safety usually 
assumes short-circuits in cables in the external installation, while excluding them in the internal installation. The
following figure visualises an example for an incorrect system set-up. 

Figure 2: non-compliant transmission of safety related information 

Please note: In figure 1, relay B2 was switched 
parallel to relay B1 to achieve contact multiplication. 
If there is an interruption at the negative terminal 
both relays may untimely receive energisation
(wrong side failure). 
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2.3.2 Theoretical foundations 

Lectures about the “theoretical foundations” of signalling installations are very rare today, so there is a risk 
accordingly that the theoretical background of common measures are lost over time. The technical report 
therefore provides an introduction into the “theory of railway signalling” whilst also explaining tried and proven 
safety methods. A few topics are explained within this chapter in order to provide an insight of the report. 

Safety target of safety systems 

Signalling systems must prevent any hazards resulting from malfunctions due to failures / faults in keeping with 
the respective “state of the art”, yet cannot exclude them (absolutely). This presupposes that failures / faults 
resulting from malfunctions are detected. Non-detected failures / faults are therefore “potentially dangerous”.  
Ergo, the primary safety target of signalling systems is to protect against “potentially dangerous failures / faults”. 
In other words: signalling systems serve to protect against hazards (i.e., not to prevent incidents). 

Effects of failures and faults 

It should be ensured that requirements are linked to safety-relevant functions regarding their “level of safety” 
(here in terms of “safety integrity”). As a logical consequence, we can derive from this that in addition to the 
respective function itself, failures / faults will also affect the safety integrity of a function.  

Measures against random failures / faults 

Signalling systems must control random failures / faults. They must also guarantee that safety integrity for the 
separate system functions is not affected in a non-permissible manner. Therefore the report explains the 
following proven measures as well as the stepped approach used in order to achieve the safety requirements: 

• Measures in order to reduce the probability of failures / faults taking place like 
− use components with the lowest possible failure rate, 

− over-dimension structural parts (to lower the amount of stress), 

− apply components with known safety characteristics (e.g., a preferential failure mode),  

− use components with “non-volatile” characteristics, 

− system design measures (e.g., use of redundancy).  

• Measures in order to eliminate failures / faults (fault exclusion) like 
− failure exclusion based on “non-volatile” natural characteristics (e.g., gravitational force), 

− failure exclusion based on characteristics defined as “non-volatile” 
(e.g., magnetism in cases where impact force can be excluded), 

− failure exclusion based on structural principles (e.g., forced guidance of relay contacts), 

− failure exclusion based on common agreements regarding the cause of faults.  

• Measures in order to exclude the consequences of a failure / fault like 
− proof of “absence of danger of individual failures”, 

− demonstration of the “signalling independence”, 

− detection of random individual failures / faults, 

− detection of multiple random failures / faults. 

• Limiting the consequences of failures / faults. 
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Quantitative analysis of relay circuits 

One of the objectives of the technical report is the demonstration of the correctness of proven measures using 
quantitative analyses, which are based on the deliverables of WP D. In oder to provide a systematic approach, 
the probability of “functional failures“ (QW) as well as the probability of “untimely action” (QU) was calculated for 
the following examples: 

• “normally open” as well as “normally closed” relay circuits, 

• the arrangement of contacts with differing value, 

• duplication of contacts within the same circuit (both, symmetrical as well as asymmetrical arrangement), 

• duplication of contacts in different circuits, 

• change of polarity of circuits, 

• use of interlocked relays. 

As an example, the following findings can be derived from the comparison of QW and QU for “normally open”  
(circuit A) as well as “normally closed” circuits (circuit B): 

a) From QW A > QU A and QW B < QU B we derive that the failure probability rate is distributed 
asymmetrically. This should be taken into account in the circuit dimensioning.  

b) From QW A > QU A we derive that for “release of safety-relevant functions” the “normally open” circuit  
is the preferred application.  

c) From QW B < QU B we derive that for “locking of safety-relevant functions” the “normally closed” circuit  
is the preferred application. The greater probability relating to “untimely locking” is accepted due to the 
primary safety target. 

d) From QU A < QU B we derive that when using the normally closed circuit, supplementary measures are 
required (mainly to achieve the safety level given by QU A).  

e) The use of relays type N (instead of type C) in “normally open” circuits reduces the probability relating 
to “untimely action” (QU), whereas the probability relating to “functional failure” (QW) remains virtually 
unchanged. In “normally closed” circuits, the probability relating to functional failure (QW) is reduced,  
but there is no optimisation relating to ”untimely action” (QU). 

2.4 Open points 

It should be noted that the technical report focus on DC relays only, noting the available work force as well as the 
time frame agreed. Specific measures about the use of AC-relays, as well as electronic relays, are not explained 
within the report. The same happens for interfacing relays with electronic components. Furthermore, the report 
focuses on “elementary” and “frequently used” measures only, noting the overwhelming variety of known 
measures.   

It should be noted that the report explains optional measures for certain faults / failures. When selecting 
measures, care should therefore be taken to prevent redundant (i.e., equivalent) measures being implemented. 

The UIC Leaflet 736 defines requirements about the minimum Lifetime of relay contacts as well as about the 
relay system. However, there are no requirements about the maximal allowed operation-time at all. So, it is 
actually up to the infrastructure manager to define adequate requirements.  

As noted above, UIC 736 was transposed into EN 50578, followed by the transposition of EN 50578 into IEC 
62912-1. SEG noted that there are more than 16 deviations between the standards, some of them with serious 
impact. More differences are to be expected, noting that IEC is preparing 62912-2 for “spring-type relay”. So 
there is possibly a need for a consolidation of the standards in place.  
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3 IMPROVEMENTS WITHIN RELAY INTERLOCKINGS IN FINLAND 

3.1 Strategy  

The long life-cycle of relay interlockings (> 60 years) together with the evolution of functionality and safety, 
guarantees an ongoing reliable and cost-efficient basic role in signalling system infrastructure. However, in many 
interlocking renewal projects, this good existent technology will be replaced by a new computer-based system. In 
many projects the wide possibilities to extend the life span of a relay interlocking are forgotten.  

In Finland in the 90´s some free-wired relay interlockings (mainly from 1970´s) were transferred and modified, 
“recycled” on new stations. These relay interlockings are still in use and will operate reliably for years. In contrast, 
the first electronic interlockings (Ebilock 850) commissioned in 90´s are approaching the end of their life time, 
and shall be replaced by new system in near future.  

As a vision for the future, a combination could be envisaged where alongside the electronic interlocking the 
conventional relay-circuit based systems will provide a secure fundamental platform, whilst remote control is 
concentrated in the main control centres (CTC) with all of their modern equipment and features. 

Development of relay circuitry is often needed to ensure similarity with electronic interlockings on functional level. 
Some new features may additionally be required. Especially with a free-wired relay interlocking possibilities to 
develop circuitry are almost unlimited. It is possible to reach same functionality with the same guaranteed high 
safety level, as the newest electronic interlockings offer. This safety level signalling relays have provided 
decades, if used according to the principles described in the SEG technical report “Use of Signalling Relay”.  

3.2 Example: the development of the DrS relay circuitry for overlap with time release  

A good example of performance and flexibility in free-wired relay interlocking, was an installation in 2015 at the 
three-track station Kempele (line Seinäjoki-Oulu, part of TEN-T-network), where it was required to equip the 
existing DrS-interlocking from 1986 with overlap having automatic time release. This feature was previously 
implemented only in the SpDrS60 interlockings and electronic interlockings in Finland. 

The new development had the following, partially interconnected stages: 

• Draft of the basic circuitry (including primarily safety analysis) 

• Expert group assessment 

• Risk analysis and conformity assessment 

• (Functionality tests upon commissioning) 

The basic relay circuitry with its associated safety analysis, represents the immediate documentation for the 
entire development process. After the drafting of the basic relay circuitry had been completed, discussions were 
held with the expert group on matters concerning functionality and relay circuitry technical problem solutions. 
Subsequent alterations and corrections were introduced. 

Finally, a risk analysis and a conformity assessment were conducted. These determined how extensively the 
new relay circuitry would meet current Finnish Interlocking Requirements (FIR). This also showed, that no relay-
circuitry safety risk existed, and obviate the introduction of hazardous and undesirable situations. 

The results enabled the development work on the existing relay circuitry to cover each overlap with a timer relay, 
a bi-stable K50 signalling relay circuit and six normal K50 signalling relays. The system was installed at the 
Kempele station for four train routes. Thanks to precise installation work, commissioning was done on schedule 
and relay circuitry functioned as expected after initial trials. Methods used during the development process were 
according to the principles described in the SEG technical report “Use of Signalling Relay”.  
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4 CONCLUSION 

The experts involved within the project believe that it is absolutely necessary to maintain knowledge about the 
“use of signalling relays” in order to prevent “potential dangerous” failures / faults. 

The UIC SEG project “Use of Signalling Relays” has the potential to maintain relay related knowledge beyond 
2030. The technical report provides the necessary information, especially about the use of DC-relays. The 
structure of the report supports self-study. Knowledge gained from one chapter can be verified by reading 
another one.  

As a lesson learnt, the impact matrix demonstrates that the hazards resulting from the assumed failures / faults 
are generally only eliminated or significantly reduced by applying a combination of measures. However, it is up to 
the circuit designer to choose the correct one(s), noting that there are sometimes optional measures available. 
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ENGINEERING AND POLITICS: THE IMPORTANCE OF 
LEARNING OUTSIDE OF YOUR DISCIPLINE AND HELPING 
OTHERS LEARN ABOUT YOURS 

Tanya Chong, MEng MSc MA, Siemens UK & ASEFSU20 UK delegate 

SUMMARY 

How can tomorrow's engineers play a more active role in development of policy, nationally and internationally?  

In an increasingly technology driven world, there is a need to increase government engagement with technical 
specialists and encourage the presence of individuals with engineering backgrounds within the government itself 
to better facilitate decision making especially when it comes to sectors such as transportation. 

Through sharing personal experience of being selected to represent the UK and the railway signalling industry as 
part of a 3 week journey through China, the Russian Federation and Mongolia with 45 other Asian and European 
nationals, this paper will provide an example of what is currently being done in terms of activities that help 
engineers to engage with industries outside of engineering.   

1 INTRODUCTION 

According to a recent survey of young engineers conducted by the Royal Academy of Engineers, although the 
majority of respondents believed that it is very important for engineers to take a leadership role in development 
policy and development of infrastructure, only two out of five agreed that their government takes engineers’ views 
into account in their country, while one in ten responded to the latter with “I don’t know”1. 

The very notion of transport requires locations to travel to and from.  Even in this basic form, transportation has 
already become political because of the need to consider where those locations will be, what method of transport 
should be used, how it should be funded, and so on.  However, while there are groups and institutes that allow 
for development of skills, knowledge and networks within particular sectors and disciplines, there is far less 
emphasis on young engineers engaging with other disciplines such as politics. 

There is therefore an opportunity to explore what can be done to allow people of different disciplines to 
understand and work with each other; engineering and technological expertise in isolation is not enough to bring 
projects to life. 

2 MAIN TEXT  

2.1 Gateways to Asia and Europe: Connectivity by Land, Sea and Air 

The programme that will be the focus of this paper is the 20th edition of the Asia-Europe Foundation Summer 
University (ASEFSU20) that took place between 15th August and 3rd September 20162.  For more information 
about the Asia-Europe Foundation (ASEF), please see section 2.2. 

This fully funded programme allowed the 46 delegates from various academic disciplines who represented 44 
European and Asian nationalities to travel approximately 8000 km through 6 cities in China, the Russian 
Federation and Mongolia.  The selection process for this programme was through an open call that received a 
total of 8222 applications from all over the world.  The first step required the completion of an application form 
where requirements to apply were only to be a citizen of an Asia-Europe Meeting (ASEM) country, be a young 
professional and/or student (no specific discipline requirements) between the ages of 18 to 30, and to be able to 

1 http://www.raeng.org.uk/policy/international-policy-and-development/engineering-a-better-world-caets-2016/survey 

2 http://www.asef.org/projects/themes/education/3728-20th-asef-summer-university-asefsu- 
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communicate well in English.  Shortlisted candidates were then invited to be interviewed online, before the final 
selection was made. 

Before the start of the programme, there was also an online preparatory phase including gathering research for 
the projects in advance of the trip, participating in online webinars, and sharing thoughts on what Asia-Europe 
relations meant from the point of view of each individual delegate through completing a short assignment that 
could have been in any artistic form such as a sketch, a poem, or a song.  In addition to this, each delegate was 
also supported to apply and obtain the necessary visas in order to be able to complete the programme; with 44 
different citizenships involved, this was relatively challenging to organise for the ASEF team. 

Over the course of 3 weeks, there were 46 lectures and panel discussions attended, 24 study visits, 12 human 
library workshops developed and run by the delegates, and 9 transportation challenge projects completed.  
Outside of the ASEF team members, the support of 11 partner organisations and 130 local volunteers were 
invaluable in terms of making the whole programme possible. 

The following section aims to provide some information about ASEF and ASEM who organised the ASEFSU20 
programme before providing details of the different aspects of the journey itself: the transportation challenges, 
the human library sessions and a summary of the main activities by location.  Although this paper is about 
sharing what was achieved in the 3 weeks, there has also been effort to include details about what worked 
particularly well in the organisation of such a programme in the hope that it may help readers to gain some ideas 
on how to organise similar (or even better) programmes in the future. 

2.2 What is ASEF? 

ASEF was established in 1997 following the first ASEM Summit that was held in Bangkok, Thailand in March 
1996, which was initially started as a biannual meeting at the Head of State and Governmental level between its 
members.  ASEM is an open forum for policy makers and officials to discuss political, economic and social-
cultural issues of common interest, based on mutual respect and benefit, and to foster contacts between 
societies in all sectors in the two regions3. 

Figure 1: Current ASEM members (as of June 2017) 

3 http://www.aseminfoboard.org/ 
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At the time of establishment, there were 26 members of ASEM consisting of 15 European countries, the 
European Union and 10 Asian countries.  Since then, the number of members has increased to 53 members 
consisting of 51 Asian and European countries, the European Union and the Association of South East Asian 
Nations (ASEAN) Secretariat. 

Although originally just a biannual summit, there are now various meetings each with a focus on particular 
sectors: 

• Summits (ASEM) 

• Foreign Ministers’ Meetings (ASEM FMM) 

• Finance Ministers’ Meetings (ASEM FinMM) 

• Culture Ministers’ Meetings (ASEM CMM) 

• Education Ministers’ Meetings (ASEM ME) 

• Labour & Employment Ministers’ Conferences (ASEM LEMC) 

• Economic Ministers’ Meetings (ASEM EMM) 

• Transport Ministers’ Meetings (ASEM TMM) 

• Environment Ministers’ Meetings (ASEM EnvMM) 

• Ministerial Conference on Energy Security (ASEM ESMC)  

Of particular interest is the 4th Transport Ministers’ Meeting (ASEM TMM4), which will be held in Indonesia from 
26th to 28th September 2017.  At the time of writing, the ASEM TMM4 has not taken place yet, but the theme of 
the meeting will be, “Bridging Europe-Asia through Integrated Transport Connectivity – Synergising Regional 
Strategic Plan: Towards Modernised Transport Connectivity and Greener Urban Transport.”4

While ASEM operates at the governmental level, the aim of ASEF is to bring together the citizens of its member 
countries.  ASEF is an inter-governmental not-for-profit organisation located in Singapore, which is funded by 
voluntary contributions from its member governments and shares the financing of its projects with its civil society 
partners across Asia and Europe. 

The goals of ASEF are to: 

• Strength Asia-Europe ties; 

• Create shared experiences for learning: 

• Enhance mutual understanding; 

• And explore opportunities for cooperation. 

Over the past 20 years, ASEF has organised over 700 projects, brought together over 20 000 participants and 
currently run over 20 programmes covering the areas of culture, economy, education, governance, public health 
and sustainable development5. 

One of these programmes is the Summer University, and last year’s 20th edition focused on connectivity matters 
and the different transportation modes of rail, road, sea and air.  This theme was decided upon as the organising 
team aimed for some of the outcomes for the ASEFSU20 to be fed into the ASEM TMM4. 

2.3 Challenge Teams 

The 45 delegates were divided into 8 transportation challenge teams consisting of either 5 or 6 people, with two 
teams working on challenges about each of the 4 modes of transportation of road, rail, sea and air, as well as an 
extra challenge that all participants could contribute to the development of: 

• Road A: How can authorities identify potential victims of human trafficking on transportation routes and 
in transit hubs such as airports, ports and railway stations? Supported by Safehouse Foundation6

4 http://www.aseminfoboard.org/events/4th-asem-transport-ministers%E2%80%99-meeting-asem-tmm4 

5 http://www.asef.org/ 
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• Road B: How can access to road transportation modes be improved for people with physical disabilities, 
in particular in rural and remote areas? Supported by the European Network on Independent Living7

• Rail A: How can security for train and underground transportation systems be increased while keeping 
the principles of affordability, accessibility and rapid change at bay? 

• Rail B: What does a fair and responsible logistics-based model that creates value for all stakeholders 
look like? 

• Sea A: How can we combat the environmental degradation at Lake Baikal arising from an increase in 
human connectivity due to tourism? 

• Sea B: What challenges will the advent of autonomous underwater vehicles bring to the fore, particularly 
around areas of high traffic, economically crucial and sensitive areas such as ports? Supported by 
Subnero8

• Air A: What actions need to be taken to secure safety and respect cultural needs of passengers and 
employers at airports as well as the local population in case of a pandemic outbreak? Supported by 
Fraport AG9

• Air B:  What actions need to be taken to safely transport a valuable museum object by air in case of 
unforeseen circumstances? Supported by Chester Beatty Library10

• Team X: How can the ASEM Transportation Ministers’ Meeting as well as its outcomes be better 
publicised amongst its stakeholders and the general public? 

A relatively busy schedule over the 3 weeks meant that some time was allocated to allow the teams to work on 
the projects between the other scheduled activities.  However, the majority of the work was completed on the 
Trans-Siberian or other locations where access to the internet, a commonly relied on source of information, was 
not available.  As such each team received, in addition to a scoping document, a number of reference documents 
to add to any material collected by the group members during the online preparatory phase.  This also meant that 
each team member was relied upon to be able to contribute knowledge from their own areas of expertise and a 
diverse team therefore allowed for a wider base of information to be fed into the projects.   

The team members could also contribute their own individual cultural experiences and backgrounds from being 
citizens of different Asian and European countries which added another dimension to the projects.  This meant 
that any proposals (unless the project was location specific) could be generalised and apply to countries in Asia, 
Europe and most likely other parts of the world too.  Apart from one’s own projects, it was also possible to share 
knowledge between the delegates working on other projects as well, therefore enriching the outcomes of all the 
transport challenge projects even further.   

As with any group it was important to divide responsibilities through the assignment of roles between the team 
members to ensure successful delivery of the project.  However, in additional to the more traditional team roles 
which were assigned to enable a project to progress, because of the travelling aspect of the programme, each 
team member was also assigned a second logistical role to ensure that the entire group contributed to the 
smooth-running of the programme. 

6 http://www.safehouse.foundation/ 

7 http://www.enil.eu/ 

8 http://www.subnero.com/ 

9 http://www.fraport.de/ 

10 http://www.cbl.ie/ 
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Figure 2: Team Rail A generating ideas for the project in the dining carriage during the journey on the Trans-
Siberian railway 

.  The more traditional team roles were: 

• Moderator/Meeting Coordinator – responsible for gathering people and organising when the group 
would work on the project; 

• Methodology Manager – responsible for leading the overall approach to the project; 

• Milestones Keeper – responsible for ensuring the team was progressing the project in a timely manner; 

• Liaison Manager – responsible for providing feedback to the ASEF team as to how the project was 
progressing; 

• Document Controller – responsible for collation of all the documentation that was used and produced; 

• Deliverables Manager – responsible for guiding the final deliverables of the project. 

The additional team “logistical” roles assigned were: 

• Team Leader – responsible for the general wellbeing of the group and to be the central person to 
coordinate the team’s activities; 

• “Human Alarm Clock” – responsible for making sure that each member woke up on time each day; 

• “Trolley Ninja” – responsible for the transportation of the team’s trolley of equipment (including assigning 
other team members to take turns to look after the trolley) which was provided to help the ASEF team 
distribute the weight of materials required for the entire group throughout the journey; 

• “Programme Master” – responsible for knowing the programme of activities such as meeting times and 
locations; 
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• “Neat Wizard” – responsible for making sure that any space the teams used to work in are left in a tidy 
state; 

• “Head Counter” – responsible for guaranteeing that all members of the team were present when 
required: the “head counter” only counts the 6 people within each challenge team and reports back to 
the ASEF team enabling the ASEF team to account for all 45 delegates by only counting the 8 transport 
challenge groups.   

For this paper the outcomes of one of the transportation challenges will be presented in more detail.   

2.3.1 Terrorism on Railways 

The Rail A project group consisted of delegates from the Netherlands, Malta, Japan, Vietnam, Singapore and the 
United Kingdom with the backgrounds of the team members ranging from urban planning and linguistics to 
engineering and history.  The group’s research question was provided by the S. Rajaratnam School of 
International Studies which is a leading research and graduate teaching institution in Asia Pacific strategic and 
international affairs, with a particular focus on matters relating to security, defence and diplomacy.   

It is well understood that in recent years, there has been a massive increase in the number of people that use 
public transportation both internationally and domestically.  The number of cities in the world is growing as is the 
size of the cities leading to large amounts of investment being put in to develop intercity transportation networks 
as well as the ones within cities themselves. 

The increasing popularity and importance of these transportation networks makes them a target of attack 
resulting in damage to the network itself and/or the people that use it, or are often the means used to transport 
the equipment that are used to carry out an attack.  In addition to this the vast scale of railway transportation 
networks makes them a particularly attractive target: there are many kilometres of interlinked infrastructure, many 
access points, and many users which together make the overall railway environment difficult to secure.  The 
impact of successful attacks is not only physical but psychological as well. 

Figure 3 shows the approach the team took to address the challenge.  This started with research before the 
programme started and digesting the material provided before completion of an idea generation exercise.  The 
various ideas were then mapped and classified into larger overall categories of which resulted in a number of 
proposals for each of the categories: software, hardware, human, and intelligence/psychological.  For each of the 
proposals, the benefits/disadvantages, challenges and feasibility in terms of affordability, accessibility, ability to 
be implemented, was also analysed and summarised at a high level.  The group produced a report, presentation 
and map diagram with details of all the proposals as the final deliverables.   

Figure 3: Methodology used by the Rail A team 

The software category proposals were ones that explored the possibilities for knowing more about the people 
using the railway network.   

ID ticketing was one idea where the identities of the passengers would be required to make ticket purchases and 
use the rail network.  This would enable greater visibility of journey patterns to help build a bigger picture of what 
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journeys people typically take and allow for detection of suspicious movement.  Although there are benefits such 
as acting as a deterrent for anyone preparing to carry out an attack, this proposal would also face strong 
opposition from many end customers in terms of infringing on personal privacy. 

Another proposal was to increase public engagement with security matters by introducing methods that will 
incentivise people to report security concerns: the use of the travelling public as human CCTV.  One way to 
implement this would be incorporating a function in commonly used travel mobile applications that would enable 
people to report anything suspicious/raise the alarm without drawing the attention of the attackers and therefore 
putting themselves at risk. 

The hardware category proposals dealt with improving the physical vulnerability of railway transportation.  These 
proposals were based on adopting common practices already widely used within the aviation industry within 
more railway stations: the scanning of people and luggage to check for the transportation of dangerous items, 
and/or the separation of luggage from passengers.  There was also the idea that this could be scaled up such 
that whole cross sections of trains could be scanned and processes put in place to deal with the detection of 
suspicious items.  Although this type of solution would most likely require technical development, implementing 
the hardware proposals in this way would not impact the rate of passenger throughput in the network. 

The human category focused mainly on the need for more training of both staff, the public and emergency 
services where multiple approaches could be used together.  Ideas included the use of virtual reality to train for a 
variety of situations and for versions of this to be made available to the public rather than just staff or emergency 
personnel; evacuation plans and information to be more easily accessible; training of people in their ability to 
recognise suspicious behaviour and how to report it; and security breach drills to increase the effectiveness of 
emergency response teams in the event of an incident. 

The psychology and intelligence category proposals were targeted towards potential terrorists with the aim of 
reducing their motivation to carry out an attack or deter them from doing so.  The implementation of psychology 
methods would require understanding the factors that contribute towards individuals deciding to carry out an 
attack, while the use of intelligence would be looking to resolve issues that prevent countries from collaborating 
to develop an intelligence network to enhance overall counter-terrorism capability or from averting security 
breaches. 

Overall, the Rail A team came to the conclusion that a single intervention or a particular set of interventions is not 
enough to increase the security of train and underground transportation systems.  It was recommended that a 
combination of methods specific to each location that took into account a number of variables such as each 
country’s own geo-political contexts, financial capacities and constraints, scale of the network and societal 
norms, would be required to achieve greater railway network security in the current times. 

2.4 Human Library Teams 

As well as being in a transportation challenge team, the delegates were also divided into 12 human library teams. 

In the “human library” team, participants were given a topic based on their own areas of expertise around which 
they had to create a presentation or lead a workshop to allow for them to share their knowledge with the other 
delegates. 

This highlights the fact that each participant was carefully chosen to be part of ASEFSU20 because the ASEF 
team believed that they each had a number of things that they could contribute to the journey; delegates were 
not only chosen so that the majority of the member countries would have a representative which provided cultural 
enrichment, but the delegates also contributed their experiences in working or studying in the relevant sectors 
and industries to the theme of the programme.   

With connectivity and transport specifically being the theme, in addition to representation of each of the 4 
transportation modes, the other 8 groups centred on topics that also need to be considered when thinking about 
the overall transportation industry as a whole.  The 12 human library themes were as follows: 

• The Transportation Network – challenges and opportunities in logistics; 

• Connected Through the Sky – pros and cons of air transportation; 
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• Ahoy! The Key to the Sea – on maritime transportation; 

• Role-play on Trade Disputes; 

• Resilient Governance – Responsible Enterprises? – a practical take on private-public partnerships in 
Asia and Europe; 

• Crash-course on Human Connectivity – from heritage to hardware; 

• Storytelling and Story listening – tips and tricks on communicating your message; 

• From the Trans-Siberian Railway to High-speed Rail – a retrospect and outlook on train transportation in 
Asia and Europe; 

• The Push and Pulls – the interplays between environment, tourism and transportation; 

• Gear Up! – Creative Tactics on Transportation; 

• Re-imagine rural and urban transportation – the role of vision-to-action policy implementation with case 
studies from Asia and Europe; 

• What is Energy for Transportation and Connectivity? 

In addition to planning and running each of the human library sessions, delegates also had to take into account 
the variety of locations and facilities that would be available to each group: some groups had available to them 
the space, projectors, tables and chairs in a conference room, some groups had to organise their session to be 
run with all 45 delegates in the dining carriage of a train while travelling on the Trans-Siberian, while others had 
to present in public spaces such as outside Beijing’s Bird’s Nest Stadium. 

A variety of methods were used by the delegates to deliver the content of their human library session.  Some of 
the topics tended towards a presentation to summarise key aspects of the topic area, quite a few groups 
organised different varieties of quiz style sessions, while others assigned roles or countries to the delegates who 
then had to play the part and negotiate trade deals with the various other parties represented, or win over the 
local government officials of a fictional country in a game based on defining the development the country’s 
transportation networks.  

Figure 4: A selection of human library sessions in action 

One of the most unforgettable human libraries was the session for storytelling and story listening where their 
message was purely that creating the right environment for what needs to be communicated is an immensely 
powerful tool.  This was demonstrated by a session held on one of the nights, with the entire group sitting with 
the lights turned off in the dining carriage of the train accompanied only by the gentle sway and rhythm of 
travelling on the Trans-Siberian.  Delegates were then encouraged to take turns to take hold of a faint source of 
light and share stories with each other; the atmosphere that was created naturally allowed for many intimate and 
precious memories to be shared that night. 
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2.5 ASEFSU20 Through the Experiences in Each City 

Figure 5: ASEFSU20 route and cities visited 

2.5.1 City 1: Beijing (15th – 16th August) 

Beijing Jiaotong University hosted the ASEFSU20 programme in Beijing, where it is worth nothing that the word 
“Jiaotong” means “transportation”.  Although the programme officially started on 15th August, the delegates and 
the accompanying ASEF team gathered in Beijing the day before to check into the accommodation and attend an 
overview session in preparation for the formal opening ceremony the following morning.   

The opening ceremony included a traditional tea ceremony before the group received the first lectures of the 
programme and learnt more about China’s One Belt, One Road initiative as well as the development of the 
Chinese high-speed railway network.  The afternoon consisted of a number of ice-breaking activities before the 
first human library session was run outside the Bird’s Nest Stadium.   
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Figure 6: Traditional tea ceremony as part of the opening ceremony in Beijing 

On day two, the group visited the Beijing Urban Planning Museum, Tian An Men Square and the Forbidden City, 
which when considered together put into perspective how the city had grown into one with a population of over 
20 million people while incorporating its historical sites and imperial architecture. 

Shortly after the visits, the group left Beijing on the high-speed railway service that departed in the afternoon and 
arrived late in the evening in Harbin. 

2.5.2 City 2: Harbin (17th – 18th August) 

Harbin Institute of Technology (HIT) were the hosts in Harbin, where the next day began with visits to HIT’s 
Historical and Space Museums.  The group learnt about how Harbin is a city that still has a lot of Russian and 
Japanese influences and how it has contributed to the development of spacecraft as well as satellite launches.  
The group were then given tours of the Industrial New Town area which has displays of intelligent logistic 
systems, educational robots as well as other industries facilities such as animation and recording studios.   

Local volunteers spent the evening providing tours of the main city district, including St. Sofia Church and Central 
Street, allowing delegates to gain an insight into cultural mix of a city famous for its annual snow festival. 

The visit to Harbin was relatively short, as on the morning of day 4, the group set off by train to Suifenhe, the 
border city to Grodekovo in the Russian Federation.  This was an experience in itself as the boarder staff had 
never experienced a group as large and/or diverse passing through; their open curiosity and surprise was 
relatively entertaining to everyone involved which helped to keep spirits high through the long board crossing 
process.  The group took two further coaches before reaching the Eastern port city of Vladivostok in the evening.  
.   

2.5.3 City 3: Valdivostok (19th – 20th August) 

Vladivostok State University of Economics and Service hosted the ASEFSU20 programme in Vladivostok.  For 
the next two days, the group were exposed to the Vladivostok's role as a free port, its navy presence, maritime 
history and current position as a logistical hub.  In addition to city tours, visits to a number of historical and 
industrial sites such as the SOLLERS automotive assembly line were also arranged. 

Day 7 was particularly exciting, as the group started the journey on the Trans-Siberian Railway.  Over the 
following 2 days, a number of human library sessions were run and delegates could also spend time working in 
their challenge teams between enjoying the changing landscapes and exchanging stories of personal 
experiences, comparing similarities and differences in cultures of each other’s home countries.  For this part of 
the journey, as well as between Chita and Irkutsk, arrangements had been made such that the group were 
allocated 3 private carriages: two sleeping cars and one restaurant carriage.  This made it possible to 
personalise the space with banners, posters and post it notes as the group worked in their teams. 
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2.5.4 City 4: Chita (23rd – 24th August) 

Transbaikal State University were the hosts in Chita.  The group arrived in Chita in the afternoon of day 9 where 
the topic of human connectivity was explored through a series of talks that were given from a number of leading 
figures from the Transbaikal region.  As the region has boarders with both China and Mongolia, there were a 
number of talks about the culture of the region and its development including the importance of its transportation 
links and natural resources.   

Day 10 started with visits to a number of Chita’s religious buildings including the Decembrists’ Church Museum 
which is constructed from wood, the Church of the Kazan icon of the Mother of God as well as Datsun, a 
Buddhist temple.  During the afternoon, the delegates and local volunteers all took part in a cultural sharing event 
by dressing in clothing related to their countries and sharing an aspect of their country with everyone else: 
activities included comparing traditions and languages, and having a go at each other’s traditional dances. 

Figure 7: ASEFSU20 delegates were asked to share an aspect of their culture as part of the Asia-Europe 
Cultural Afternoon event held in Chita  

The journey on the Trans-Siberian continued late on day 10 towards Irkutsk.  During this stretch of the journey 
was when the human library on the topic of “From the Trans-Siberian Railway to High-speed Rail - a retrospect 
and outlook on train transportation in Asia and Europe” was run in the style of a quiz.  As a result of the 
combination of team members working on this human library, there was a wide variety of topics covered 
including technical aspects of the how the railway operates, major historical milestones in the development of the 
railway as well as the importance of the railway when it came to military strategies or overall cultural significance 
and how the railway is portrayed in the media.   

2.5.5 City 5: Irkutsk (26th – 28th August) 

Irkutsk State Transport University hosted the group in Irkutsk, which is where the group arrived late in the 
afternoon on day 11.  There were a number of lectures the following day on a variety of topics including the 
environmental, social and economic impacts of improving transportation links to the region and city.  This 
included the wider implications of increased tourism to Lake Baikal, the importance of the Baikal-Amur mainline 
and the Trans-Siberian Railway as methods of transporting natural raw materials in the area towards boundary 
cities and sea trade ports, as well as details of the types of modernisation works that are planned to be 
completed in the region by 2020. 
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Figure 8:ASEFSU20 group photo taken at Irkutsk State University of Railway Engineering 

The activities on day 14 revolved around a trip to visit Lake Baikal, which is the deepest lake in the world and 
where many endemic species such as the Baikal Seal live.  This was followed by a day of human library sessions 
and a city tour of Irkutsk in the late afternoon and evening. 

The group then departed on the Trans-Mongolian railway where the majority of the journey consisted of a 
number of human library sessions and challenge team work. 

2.5.6 City 6: Ulaanbaatar (30th August – 2nd September) 

The Mongolian Youth Federation and Ulaanbaatar Railway Youth Council were the final hosts of the ASEFSU20 
in Ulaanbaatar.  The group arrived early in the morning on day 16 to the music of a welcoming party at the 
station, which was followed by further exhibitions of traditional songs and dances later in the day.  Between 
focusing on finishing the challenge projects, there were a number of talks held at the United Nations House 
delivered by representatives of various organisations such as UNICEF, UNDP and the International Think Tank 
for Landlocked Developing Countries.   

Figure 9: The tree planting ceremony for the ASEFSU20 garden in Ulaanbaatar 

On the day of the final transportation challenge team presentations, the group travelled to visit the Genghis Khan 
Statue Complex before travelling further into the Mongolia steppe where the delegates enjoyed the landscapes, 
experienced riding on Mongol horses, and shared a meal cooked in a yurt.  The final challenge presentations 
took place that evening on the Mongolian steppe. 
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The journey back to Beijing through the Gobi Desert allowed for time for the delegates to finish working on the 
tasks such as the challenge team reports, but also to start to think about all that was achieved in a relatively short 
space of time, the bonds that were created, the new knowledge and experienced gained, and all the places that 
were visited. 

Each of the delegates started the ASEFSU20 programme with their own ideas and expectations of the journey 
and what “connectivity” meant.  Through shared experiences, dialogue and working together while being 
provided external stimuli from a variety of sources and in different styles, individuals were able to absorb new 
ways of thinking and grow as people, while also contributing to the growth of others.  This meant that everyone 
finished the journey with a new and enriched understanding of “connectivity” which will inevitably impact the way 
that they view and interact with the world and others in the future. 

3 SPECIALISTS OR GENERALISTS 

Following the 3 week journey, many of the participants expressed that they were glad to be able to take some 
time during the programme and afterwards to reflect on where they are in their lives as well as contemplate what 
they had learnt from the other delegates.   

At what point in their life did an engineer become an engineer and a politician become a politician? In fact, this 
question can be asked to anyone who associates themselves with being of a particular profession. 

Many of our world’s current educational structures provide individuals with specialist skills and knowledge to 
excel in their desired field; if a child is good at and enjoys mathematics, sciences or nowadays programming, 
then suggestion of careers in a relatively technical field are made, while a child who perhaps shows preference 
for the humanities is mostly directed elsewhere.   

Even though this is the case, throughout one’s education, the importance of having transferrable skills and 
knowledge is highlighted.  While it is very much the case that many individuals have made efforts to diversify 
their abilities to allow them to interact with others of a different specialism or even move between different 
industries, practical, in-depth experiences of networking with people who operate in separate areas but who have 
the ability to impact one’s own field of work is still relatively limited.   

With any large scale infrastructure project, it is beneficial to understand the points of views of different parties to 
allow for the sharing of ideas and to enhance the outcome either in the methods used to deliver it or the final 
product itself.  Perhaps there needs to be “generalists” that can “translate” between the “specialists”, but then are 
these policy makers that know a little about engineering or engineers that know a little about policy making? 
Consider the possibility that rather than requiring politicians to need to take engineers’ views into account, 
perhaps there would be a greater engineering presence within governments by having engineers that become 
politicians. 

However, we may choose to bring the different disciplines closer to working together and understanding each 
other at the governmental level, there is a need to provide opportunities to advance the skills of individuals at a 
citizen level by bringing them together to collaborate, discuss, and propose solutions to the challenges that face 
society. 

4 CONCLUSION 

This paper has focused on the possible need for engineers and technically inclined disciplines to engage more 
with politics and international relations or people working in those areas in order to enable them to be well 
positioned to join in with the dialogue that will shape the policies that govern the transportation networks of the 
future. 

It is hoped that through reading the paper, more individuals and organisations would: 

• Take inspiration from the ambition and successful completion of the ASEFSU20 programme; 

• Seek out opportunities to share their knowledge outside of their normal circles of work; 

• Consider methods of encouraging people at all levels of their career to take an interest in wider areas of 
expertise; 

• Create and implement new ways of facilitating the sharing of knowledge between others. 
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Figure 10: All 46 delegates of the ASESU20 journey and ASEF team back in Beijing after travelling 8000 km 
across the 3 weeks 
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